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'l'HE PROBLEt-1

The tragedy,

L~ S'_~

,?e;,

B~rda

Alba, by Pederico

Garc!"a Lorca is generally recognized as one of the finest

poetic tragedies of the Twentieth Century, yet it has not
drawn the critical attention afforded the plays of Lorca's
contemporaries, such as 'l'ennessee Williams, for example.
Ironically, Williams' early plays evince a definite.
.
. fl. uence .. 1
LorquJ..an
J..n

Close a.ttention has been paid to

the poetic texture of.Williams• plays 1 providing an
important contribution -t:o understanding ·the art of his
poetic tragedy.

The same has not been true of Lorca.

This may he due partly to the fact that J... orca • s ·tragedies
have no·t played very lvell in the United States and partly
due to political considerations in his native Spain.

It is the purpose of this essay to make a detailed
analysis of the poetic structure of La

~

de Bernarda

Alba to show Lorca's brilliant welding of the basic
elements
theme,

10f'

the drama into one underlying statement of

Tb:i:s ''Will be accomplished throu9h a close reading

of the p.l.aw ;.:;r;s ·originally \V'ri tten in the Spanish language

1 scu& Blll!l:efarb, "I.ife and Death in Garc:La Lorca' .s
Hou~ gf ~~~:~;E·~~da !}.1:£~, 11 Dr~ Survey, Vol. IV, No~ 2
~ ,. •·· ... ·)
( Summe:r, l.%:?1
. ., ·12 c~ , n. 1 •

2

with especial attention paid to its setting, dominant
image patterns,

characters~

and action.

These, then, will

be exand.ned and eJ.ucidat:ed in rela·tionship to thernatics,
th~s

demonstrating Lor.ca' s dramatic technique of fus.ii1g

these fundarnental parts through use of
symbol into one unified whole.

lan~Juage

and

CHAP'rER II
'l'HE PLl\."Y:·

I.
r..a

~a sa

HISTORY AND BACKGROUND

ge Bernarda ?>-lba, the last play in Lore a's

trilogy of tragedies, composed of BC?SJ.as
and r.. a casa de Bernarda

Alb~,

.9..~ ~sa,~_sg:£,

Ye~·rn~~

\vas completed by the play-

wright on June 19, 1936, exactly tlvo months to the day
prior to his death before a firing squad in the opening
days o:f the Spanish Civil

War~

Its premier performance

did not take place, hmvever, until March 6, 1945, in
Buenos Aires, Argentina, with Lorca's longtime friend,
actress rJla.rgarita Xirgu, in the title rolE~~

1

The same year

a French version appeared in Paris, an English version in
London, -and a Czech version in Prague.

Honig refers to

it as "Lorca' s suppressed drama," vlhich appears an apt
description since the Spanish text was not printed until

1946, followed by an American translation in 1947.

2

The.

Spanish premier finally took place in 1950. 3"·.

Rob"arrt ;Lima, The Theatr~ of Garc~a r_,orca (Nevi York:
Las Amer:i,c::as Publishing Company, 1963) 1 p. 26 3.
1

2E&rin Honig Garcl<01. Lorca (Norfolk, conn.:
1
Laughlinw 1963), p. 219 •
3
. ca:tr.l ~1 .. Cobb, Federico Garc.:la
Publisher:s, :Inc. , 196 7) 1 p. 138.

Lo~

James

(Netv York:

Twayne

This play, like
fact.

Boda.~::;

.de

its basis in

r!.'hf:) factual details. as tlith the earlier play 1

..

provided only a point of departure for the dramati.sto
Carlos Morla Lynch,in his intimate diary covering the
period of close personal friendship •tli. th Loren, recounts
a conversation with the playwright in which Lorca disclosed

the play's

badcground~

Lynch remarked to I,orca that the

'·mmen of the play resembled women from Castille rather than
.from Andalusia.

Lorca replied, explaining the events that

formed the basis for the play had actually taken place not
far from Granada:
Hay, no muy distant.e de Granada, lm.i:l. ald.ehuela en la
que mi.s padn~s e.ran duenos de una proprieda.d pequena:
Valderrubio. En la casa vecina y colindante a la
nuestra vivi"<:t udona Bernarda" t una viuda de muchos
a?ros que e]ei•cl'a ·uria-- iii:e5<:oFable y tiranica vigilancia
sobre sus h:i)as solteras.. Pxisioneras privadas de
todo albedrJ.o, jamas hable con ellas; pero las ve!a.
de
P asar como sombras, siemore silenciosas y. siemore
,
negro vestidas. Ahora bien--prosigue--: habJ.a en el
COnf{n deJ. patiO Un pOZQ medianer0 I Sin aqua I Y a el
descend{a pa.ra e...spiar a esa familia extrana cuyas
actitudes enigmaticas me intrigaban. Y pude observarla.
Era un infi.erno mudo y fr:lo en ese sol africano,
sepultura de gente viva bajo la ferula inflexible de
cancerbt~ro oscuro.
Y as:L nacio--termina · dici.endo-La g~~ de _?erna:JZ_~l~ Alba, m~ que las secu~)straclc;,s son
andaluzas, pero que, como tu dices 1 tienen quiza un
colorido de :lrierras ocres mas de acuerdo con las mujeres
de Castilla. ~

------4

carlos Horla Lynch, En Espana S.:.£!! Fede_£ico Garc{a_
Lorca {Madrid: Aguilar, 1958), pp~ 488-489. All translations are mine, unless otherwise indicated.

5

(There is, not far from Granada, a little v~llage in
which my pan-mts owned a. small property: Valderrubi.o.
In a neighboring house adjacent to ours lived. "don'a
Be.rnarda", a very old HidoH Hho exercisE.'d an inexorable
and tyrannical vigilance over her single daughters.
Prisoners deprived of all free will, I never spoke with
them; bnt I. saH them pass like shadows~ ahmys silent
and always dressed in black. No~ then, he proceeds,
there was in the middle of the pa·tio a wel1 \vi thout
water 1 and I c1 imbed dm'ln in to it in order i:o spy on
that strange family Hhose puzzlinq activities intriqued
me. And I was able to observe it~ It was a silent and
cold hell in that African sun, a sepulchre of living
people under the inflexible rule of a dark, severe, and
inco.rruptible guard& .And thus 'tvas born--he e:nds saying-La gas a de _:Bernarda 1\lba, in 'i¥hich the isolated ones are
Andalusians, but that, as you say, they have perhaps a
coloration· of ochre lands more in agreement ~..,i th the
women of Castille.)
·
Claude Couffon, t'lhose source \\las Lore a's cousin
adds

t~1at

directly from

the C!haracter of Pepe
el Romano
. --- ---------------------···--·---···

~,ras

dra·Hn

PQp~

de la Romilla, the real-life lover of
one of the unfort~nate daughters. 5
- · · - · · · - · · • • • • • '"•'••--•••••••••••••-""•"•c'•

II.

BRIEF SYNOPSIS

Lorca's drama opens in the midst of the funeral
observance for Bernarda Alba's second husband.

As soon as

the mourners leave the house, Bernarda announces to her
five daughters 6 that ·the traditional mourning period of

5 Lima, op. cit., p. 265, citing Claude Couffon,
"Como mur
Garc~a- Lor<;::a, u Nuevo Democracia, Vol. xx:;aii,
No. 3 (July, 1953), pp. 64-81.

io

6 The five daughters are Angustias, thirty-nine years
old; ~Jlagdalena, thir·ty; Amelia, t-;-:enty-seven ~ Hartirio, twentyfour; and Ade 1 a, t·1,.1en ty.

•

6

eight years will be strictly enforced by her.

The house is

to be sealed off and the daughters sealed in just aa it
was done in her father's time.

Angustias, the eldest

daughter by Bernarda's first husband, receives the bulk of
the

estate~

man of

h~r

so only she has a sufficient dowry to marry a

class.

Ironically, she is tl1e least marriageable

daughter from the practical standpoint of age and physical
condition.

The situation becomes even more ludicrous with

the revelation·that her prospective bride9room is Pepe el
Romano, a handsome young man only t\'renty-five years old9
The sisters resign themselves ·to lives

~vi thout

men with

the excep·t.ion of the youngest, Adela..

She openly dE:lclares

she vli.ll not be closed up in a. prison and lva.tch her youth
fade away.

The acquiescence of the other daughters to

their mother's tyrannical orders masks their inner despair
and frustration.

The act ends with the appearance of

Mar{a Jo$efa, Bernarda' s eighty-year-old mother 1 \vho has
momentarily escaped her imprisonment and begs Bernarda
to let her gb to the seashore so she can marry A handsome
..

'"'· , young mari arid be 1lappy ..

,

. .. ·

The pace quickens in·the second act with the
discl-osure that Pepe is playing a double game of courtship,
visiting Angustias and someone else, too.

Midway through

the act Angustias bursts .in to ask \vho has taken her picture
of Pepe.

Bernarda orders Poncia, her main servant, to search

7

the girls 1 rooms to find

it~

She returns with the picture,

having found it beh.;reen the sheets of Hartirio' s bed,
Martirio convinces her mother, but not her sisters or
Poncia, that it was just a joke.

Soon afterward a heated

conversation between Martirio and Adela reveals Adela as
the object of Pepe's early morning visits and Martirio's
bitter jealousy and hatred of her sister because: of him.
Martirio's futile passion for Pepe has

warp~d

her mind so

intensely she threatens to tear Adela from Pepe's arms or
kill·her if necessary to stop her.
During Act I I I Adela sneaks out to meet Pepe in the
barn hut no:t unde·tected; Hartir.i.o follows her, but the
.

,.

appearance of NarJ.a Josefa interrupts her pursuit.

~rhe

old

·lady cat:ries a lamb lovingly in her arms, crooning a lullaby
to it as if·.it were her baby.

Martirio locks her grand-

mother in her room and resumes her search for Adela.
calls her sister softly at first, then loudly.
reappears, her hair disheveled.

She

Adela

Another.tense, passionate

conversation takes place between the tt.,o sisters in t'lhich
. Adela discloses Pepe's love for her and her love for him and
the lengths to ""hich she is lvilling to go to have to have
him--she will debase herself and incur the denunciation of
the village by becoming his mistress after he marries
Angustias.

Martirio blurts out that she loves him, too,

and Adela will not havu him as long as there is a drop of

8

blood in her

body~

When Pepe whistles, Adela runs to the

door.

Martirio blocks her exit, yelling for her mother to

come.

Bern.arda enters to be·

mE~t

by Martirio, vlho points

out Adela's disgrace, indicating the straw in her petticoats
as proof.

Adefa steps in front of her mother, informs her

that her imprisonment has just eEded, breaks her

mother~s

cane in two, and announces that the only one she will take
orders from is Pepe.

Bernarda calls for her gun; she rushes

out,. accompanied by Mar.tirio.

I\

sho·!: rings out.

When the

two vmmen return, they in·timate t:hat Pepe is dead.

Adela

runs from the room before she can hear Martirio explain to
Poncia that actually Pepe has escaped on his horse.

A

moment later a dull thud emanating from 1\dela's room draws
the J.'lomen ·there.

Bernarda demands

Ad(;;l;;l

open the door.

When she fails to do so, Poncia pushes the door open to
find Adela • s body hanging..

Bernarda takes charg8 immed.ia·tely,

declaring her daughter has died a virgin; orders silence
and another period of mourning.

III.

THEHE

Lorca in this last tragedy continues to explore the
problem created by the conflict between individual passion
and social custom.

The adherence to a strict code of honor

represses man's natural instincts, negates his life.force,
denies his essential humanity, and deters his fulfillment

9
as a human being;

This artificial

r~straint

impos~d

on man

by social custom oppresses him and perverts his basic drives.
By so doing-li' i t also thrm·:rs the ------w~~1 __?_f__~1~~-tiny
out of gear.
..
..
.
~-----~~---

-

Instead of b~:.hu;r a benign force by v;hich man achieves
happiness and good for·tune, it become::; rather a dark force

b!-.:!,ng·;i_:ng __ tQ.. !l\i:lrl, . ,Pain and.despa:.l-t, tragedy and death.
'

-- '

With

~~ ~..-.<-•M,.._au-,....,.~,,~ ~~ ~ .. ••• "'<u~

the passage of time this dislocation leads to

f.~llE..t.r_a.J:;j.on

and hopelessness
which, in turn, gives rise to ex·t.reme
..
-------~.-.~--··--~

e~.Q_t;j,._pnal
----

.,,.____

stress, charac-terized by hatred and pcu:;sion; the

.........,........ ,. .,,. __ ., ·-·-- . .

-..-~-~-_.,.,-,.-···--- -·-~-'~··-'......,·~'"'·'~'····-~·-··-···<'"·-~--~

only logical conclusion to such a negative course is/'d~ath.
\..... ....

-

~

·-

,...

The peculiarly Spanish concept of honor has provided
the catalyst for drama since i:he Golden Age of Lope de Vega
and· Calderm1.

In this earlier dra.ma honor possessed a two-

fold meaning;· it concerned both public
reputation
and the
··---...
..-...•..,.,..--' ....... .
7
sense o:f personal
integrity
and moral Horth.
Since that
"····
, ... -·-.-·- .... ..·.. ...... ..-.- ' ...... ,. -,~.-·.,·-"~·-·· -----~---

_______ .__, ___

-~·-········--·

·-···

---~---

,

_,

-~ -~

,_ ,

time, hm,7ever, the concept of honor has lost much of its
lustre and chivalric content.
---------------nd~tt.visted

It has become compressed

into merely an obsessive concern \•lith the

preservation of one's public reputation., in other \-lords,
with "lo que diran," what people '1.·7ill say.

Brenan remarks

that honor depends less upon a man's own 2.ctions than upon

7

R. D... F .. Pring...:I}Ull, in the Introduction to Five
Plays !?Y L~ :9-~ VegE:_., trans. Jill Booty (Ne\'l York: Hill
and Wang, 1.9G.U, p. viii ..
/

10

the public report of. them. 8

Warren Carr.·ier, in an article

in Drama Survey discussing La casa

---------

even more explici 1: Hhen he states# "'I'he appe<u:ance of honor
is even more important than honor i t~.>el:t:.. .,

"9

as an indictment of this code of honor and its

e~erges

application by Bernarda.

Bernarda's obsessive, single-

minded desire to preserve her family's honot at all costs
transforms her into a cruel, unfeeling, domineering tyrant
over all those under her control 1 including her daughters,
her servants, and her aged mother.

The force of tradition

or custom fprms an int:egral part of Bernarda's code; it
underlies tl)e criteria by which she judges what must: Jbe
done.

'l'he eight years of mourning she imposes on her

daughters serves a dual purpose; it satisfies Spanish
tradition and family integrity as she explains to her
daughters:
En ocho
casa el
tapiado
casa de

anos que dure el luto no ha de entrar en esta
viento de la calle. Hacemos cuenta que hemos
con ladrillos puertas y ventc;mas T 0 A.sf paso en
mi padre yen casa de mi abueJ.o.~

Gerald BrEman, 'rhe ~i t~ra~ of thl§:. S£a:r:-ish :t:eo£1e
(New York: The World Publishing Co., 196IT, p. 280.
8

9warren Carrier, "Poetry in the Drama of Lorca,n Drama
Su~ey, Vol~ I-II (Winter, 1963), 303.
1

°Federico Garc:la Lorca, Bod as_ d~ .:?EE.srre, La C'-!_?..2. ~ie
Alba (Ne\v Yor·:~: Las Amex·icas Publishing Co., 1964)
p. 123. All quotations cited from ~,a.££.:~ ~:2. ]?_~Eri~:£§2:. .A.lr::.£
will be from this text.

Bernard~

1

11

(In the eight years that the mourning lasts, the air
from i:he street is not going to enter this houf3e,

We

will act as if we have sealed up the doors and windows
l,fi th br ick.s.
'.rha t vlas the way it ·was done in I£\Y
fa·ther's house and in my grandfather's house.)
Bernarda's imposition of the period of mourning
provides the repressive mea.sure that st=::ts in motion the
tragic .forces of destiny.

It not only affects the dauc;rhters

as a group but also fatefully pits the daughters against
each other.

Adela, the youngest, is the only one \vho openly·

expresses rebellion against her mother's decree:
No me acostumbrar€. Yo no puedo estar encerrad·a. No
quiero que se me·pongan las carnes como a vosot.ros; no
quiero perder mi blancura en estas habitaci.ones; manana
me pondrK[ mi vestido verde y me f-3Chare a pasear por la
ca.lle. J Yo quicro salir! {p. 138)
·
(I will no't become accustomed to it.

I cannot be locked

up.
I do not \van·t my sidn to look like yours; I do not
vrant to lose my skin • s whiteness in these ~rooms~ tomorrm'l
I ~dll pujc on my g-reen dress and go out walking in the

street..

I want ·to leave!)

·Amelia answers her, "Lo que sea C'e una sercl de todas 11 (p. 139).
{vlha·t is to be for one will be for all.)
:Martirio and Adela present the strongest conflict among
the daughters.

t-1artirio 1 s hopeless passion for Pepe el Romano

crystall:iz,es into a venomous hatred for Adela \o.Jho has succeeded
in obta:in:ing his love.

Martirio tells Adela their blood is

no longe:r the same and that she sees Adela not as a sister
but just: a:s another woman (p. 199).
Tr;adi_t:ionally, too, the woman is bound more closely
by the code of honor than the man.

Lima cites this reason

12

for the prominence of female characters in Lorca's drama:
Lorca sees I•Joman a.s: the more tragic fig-ure bE:~cause of
her role ns bearer oi cJ.li.ldren, prisoner of tradi ti.on f
and servant of man. As he views her, Lorca observes
the great sorrO\<lS vlhich I!'ntt~ h,:lr; best::ot·n~•:J. upon bo:r:
Man, however, appears as a passionate
creaturK~ whose selfishnGss oppr8sses uoma.n.
He is
free to act beyond the rules 3 ironical~y 1 the same
precepts which strictly govern her life.-

existence.

Lima's evaluation of Lorca's intent is borne out by the
subtitle he affixes to the play, HDrama de mujere.s en los

pueblos de Espar(a, 11 (:Urama of the \qcmen .i.n
· Spain),

su~~mes'ting

that

~he

the~ Villages

of

play is not just about. one

particular family but acb1ally symbolizes the fate of

women in the villages of Spain.
Further complic:.at:i.ng the .situation for. the daughters

and addi tonal proof of T:3ernarda' s inf.lexibili ty pertains

to the necessity of providing dowries for marriageable
daughters.

Only Angus·tias, the eldest, has a sufJ:ici.t-:lU.t

do\tlry to marry according to Bernarda • s stan.darc1s

tit

Tl1us,

the period of mourning compounded by lack of dowry not
only breeds frustration but hopelessness as well.

Bernarda's

arbitrary imposition of her iron t-rill in steadfastly re-

~~-~-~,St......

Q.;__JJo.ngr,

closes the door on any prospects they might

have had for marriage to anyone.

11

Lima, 212·

£!.'!:.·,

p. 295.

13

Martirio had had a chance for marriage to a man of
.!:_~£:;:""_£}::,~se_,

but Bernarda secretly interfered.

'i'he

deterioration of Martirio•s character and her deep feeling
of worthlessness dates from her mistaken belief that she had
been spurned by him.
Poncia, \'lith t.he clear perception and native intuition
universally 9iven to

St~r,.Tants

in drama 3 appeals to Bernarda 1 s

humanity and common sense, for she alone sees the violence
just below the surface in the household.
rejects her warnings as nonsense.

Bernarda, of course,

Bernarda's obstinance

again is a matter of preservation of honor--she cannot admit
to a servant that there is anythin~ amiss.

in her household.

Herrontinual denials blind even herself to the events
happening under her own roof.

Poncia warns Bernarda about

tampering \'lith fate by altering the course of human emotions:
Pero les cuesta mucho trabajo desviarse de la ,verdadera
inclinacion. A. rn me parect':! mal que Pepe este con
Angustias, y c;. las gen1:es, y hasta al aire. ! Quie'n
sabe si saldran con la suya! (p. 172)
.

~

~

(But, it is hard ~·mrk to turn thern:-·from their deBtined
course. It seems Hrong to me and to the people and
even to the air that Pepe is t·rith An.gustia.s. l·lho knows
if they will get VJhat they want!)

IV.

SETTING

La casa de Bernarda Alba contains three acts with no
.subordinate scenes.

The general setting, as the title implies,

remains the :same, the house of

Bf.~rnarda

Alba, the controlling

symbol of ·the play.

Each act: provides a di:i':"feren t p:sr·-

spective, but all take place within the thick white walls
of the house which effectively cut off the inhabitants from
the outside world in a combination prison-nunnery atmosphere.
In Act I

(p. 111), the furnishings of t;1e c,rlar.ing

whi i.:e room do nothing to relieve th(,; st<irknes;-:; of the set·ting,
but rather enhance it.

The rou9h t:ext<ll'."E:l of the jute

curtains decorated with ruffles and tassela in tbe arched
door~vays

and ·the wicker chair add to the imp:r.e.ssicn of

aust~rity,

barrenness, and harshness.

The coarse curtain

material and lack of embroidery 1 lace, or other decoration

removes ·any indication of softness, domesticity, or •,-.rarmth.
Even the ruffles- and tassels seem more utilitarian than
decorative.
'

Fanciful pic'cures of landscapes featuring nymphs and
legendary kings .:1dorn the v.ralls.

These rather \vhimsical

pictures seem strangely incompat.ible 1id th the severity
of the rest of the setting.

However, a closer examination

of them as symbols reveals how appropriate they are for
Bernarda' s house.
.

mean~ng

rl'he

~vorc1

b r~'d e or
. ~o
~ 11 • 12

unymph 11 comes from the Greek word

In Greek and Roman mythology,

nymphs were any group of minor r..at·•n:e goddesses represented

12

J. E .. Ci:r.-lot, !::_ Dict:igF~.Y of Svmbols (!~e"' York:
Philosophical L~br;;tr·y, Inc .. , 1952), p. 22.7.-·-

15
as beautiful maidens living in rivers 1 mountains, or trees. 13
Most often they are associated with water--running water 1
fountains, springs, torrents, and waterfallsQ

association

~vith

Their

water makes them an ambivalent symbol as

they may equally preside over bir·th and fcrtili·ty or over
dissolution and death.

14

Jung relates the concept of the

nymph to the notions of temptationr multiplicity, and
15
.
1.Utl.On.
.
d l.SSO
Aside from the symbolism connected ':vi·th the nymphs,

the derivation of thS

~ord

and its dictionary meaning

demonstrat.e Lorca' s irony in using them as part of the
setting.

None of Bernarda's daughters is destined to be

a bride, and, r.•lith

th(~

from being beautiful.

exception of Adela, ·they are far
'l'he \<later symbol, too, suqgests

running water rather than the contained water of wells.
Hotvever, the dual significance of \vater does correspond to
Lorca' s mm personal. symbolism--running tvater d.s a symbol
of life, fertility, and male sexuality, and contained or

Ivebs._t:er ~ Nm·l :!i~. pic_:!:_iq_~~~y pf the AmE:~r:i.can
!!.~!!...T:!_age, Collecre Edition (Cleveland:
'rhe i!JOrici" Publishing
13

Company, 1960), p. 1010.
14

cirlot, .;!.oc. cit., citing .Hircea Eliade 6 T.ratado de
historia de las reliaiones (Madrid: 1954}.
lSib'd
~ G· • J ung, P svc~
h J
__:1;.._ ~ , c1.·~·
·t..~ng .~.
an d A1 c h emv
(Collected·works, 12) (London: 1953).
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still '\.\rater

c:t

s a symbol for sterility 6 repression, and death .•

The lTun9ian idea of the nymph forcshadov.rs Adela,, s actions
in the play-···the tempting of Pepe, her multiplicity in
a'ctempting ·to ·take him a\'?ay from Angustias, and the
dissolution of her moral character and eventual death as a.
result.

Adela, it may be noted, of all the sisters most

nearly fits the description of a nymph.
The pictures of the kings of legends and romances
convey the

t~nets

of the chivalric tradition as interpreted

in literature.- and ari:, of \•lhich the code of honor was a basic
principle.

'l'heir inclusion in the set"cing reveals a. port:ion

of Lorca 1 s purpos'e, to

sho~v

that Bern2i.r6a' s strict adherence

to such a code, based as i t is on a fictionalized, antiqua ted ven:i<m, lacks validity and proves both umvo:r.kable
and unrealistic \vhen applied to the

particul<:~r

problems

presented in the drama.
What is missing from the walls is almost as interesting as what is there; no cross, religious icon, or picture
appears, usually standard items of decoration in a typical
Spanish household.

Bernarda 1 s ritualistic observance of

all the obligations connected 'itli th tradition and honor is
her religion.

She goes through with the necessary funeral

rites for her dead husband only to satisfy the requirements
of her public reputation rather than because of any deep

1

17
abiding religiou_p

faith~

Dernarda' s

~vorld

symbolized. by

. her horae centers on the harsh :r:ealii:ies of life in the
present and a strong regard for the past with no thought
.given ·to Spiritual mattCJ:'S I
death}

w

11

1{{ Vida

ordinarily an extremely

f([clS

i~lporu..mt

alla,

11

(life after

conside.ration.

for ·the average Spaniard.

The time of the drama,

summer~

employs a popular

dramatic technique of using seasons to mirror the emotions
of the character.s.

r.rhe hot A.frica.n sun beating do'i·Jn on the

landscape reflects :·:the smoldering passions that erup·t in
the play.
A heavy brooding silence hangs ominously over an
empty stage, accen>cuating ·the brilliance of ·the glaring
\'lhi te \'lalls and the bare appearar:tce of the room, crea·ting
a sense of foreboding and doom.

Into this stifling atmos-

·phere comes the sound of death; the church bells ring an
end to the funeral service for Bernarda's husband as the
play begins.
Act II set in an inner white room of Bernarda's
house opens \'lith Bernarda • s daughters except for Adela
seated on lmv chairs sevling; .Hagdalena embroiders.
on the left lead to the bedrooms (p. 143).
domestic scene belies its hidden corruption.
creati~Je

Doors

The pleasant
The norm-ally

occupation of sewing has been perverted by Bernarda

10
who ordered the girls to pass the time of ·the mourning
period by preparing their hope chest linens; yet the events
of Act I

indicate conclusively that only Angustias has any

hope of marriage.

The low chairs suggest the daughters'

subservient position to their mother as if they were handmaidens. to a queen.

Even though Bernarda does not appear

on stage in the opening scene, her presence, nevertheless,
is felt in the obsequious condition in \vhich the girls are
shown.

The setting for Act III moves to the interior patio.
The four walls are suffused vli th the soft blue radiance of
n.igh·t.

.';t'he

pa~cio

also possesses little decoration.

Lights

from tlte .house seep under the doors providing soft illumination,

Center stage contc:l.ins a table around \vhich are

seated Bernarda and her daughters
them.

eating~

Poncia serves

Light for the table ccn1es f:rom a s:haded oil lamp ..

Prudencia, a friend of Bernarda, sits apart.

As the

curtain rises, the heavy silence is broken only by the
noise o£ plates and silverlvare (p. 178) ..

The sett.ing- for the last act like the first is rich
in symbolism.

The ";<Jalls \vhich have so far dominated the

stage,. t.:hough softened by the evening light, seem even
more

imp~tl.sin-g

because all £our are now visible, thereby

complet.ing t.:he picture -of the house as a prison.

J.9

There has been another transition regarding the
walls through Lorca's use of two Spanish words for wall;

L

in Act I they are "muros gruesos," heavy thick t·ralls;
such as those ur::ed for outside supporting 1·n:U.ls of a houso

or for Durrounding a house or a city, whereas in the last

act tho:y bc·)come "pareO.es, 11 lighter, thj_nner 1 interior I.·Jalls
ordinarily used for room dividers.

Four key conclusions

emerge from the distinction between the two·words:
heavy outer \valls visible

i~1

( l)

the

Act I effectively separate the

outside world or the village from the inside world or
Bernarda's house;

(2) while the outer walls are like those

of an impregnable fort.ress,

the interior Halls are more

fragile, capable of being torn down;

(3) although the outer

walls m2y successfully shield ·the occupants from prying
neighbors, the inner
privacy for anyone;

~,Jalls

are incapable of providing

(4) finally, there is movement from a

room constructed partially of an outer wall to the patio,
constructed entirely of inner walls, or, in other words,
movement toward the center.
The location of the scene in the interior patio, the
center of the SpD.nish homo, adds to the sensG of ontrapment.
On a deeper level movement toward the center suggests movement to the depths of the unconscious, to the deepest
recesses of the minds of the characters.

It also implie.s

arrival at the crux or t!::e hear·t of the problem.

20
St.;~ady pro<;;rros~:;j_on

oc:cm:s in the t.in:te element also.

Alt:hough not expressly st:ated in t.he Sl:"ltt:i.ng for A.cts- I and
II~

'l:he first act take.s place during the morning, the second

around noon, and, finally, Act III at night.
day is speci:fic2c1ly mentioned midway

j_n

The time of

Act I Hhen Ha.gdalena

tells Ang-usi:ias it i:s twelve o'cloc1<: (p. 134)

1

and rni.dv.1ay

in Act II when Poncia ment::Lons it is three o • clock

~-lhen

the girls \vatch the reapers returning from the fields (p .. 15 7).
•rhe J.igh·ting offers a number of import.ant insights
into the unfolding of the drama·tic action.

The indirect

light from the house int(-3rior, ·the shaded lamp on the table 1
and the muttW bluish tone of the walls combine to shovJ the
weakness of t:he light and the strength of darkness.

Night 1 s

dominance of ·the scene reveals t:hat the forces of darkness
have gained control over the lives of the women living in
the house, cloaking the stage in a cloud of impending doom.
The sense of foreboding deepens with the realization that
the darkness also symbolizes Bernarda•s blindness in
refusing to acknowledge the conflict between her daughters.
The stage directions for all three acts provide for
the subtle reduction in light inJcensi ty through the tvord
"l-rhite"; in Act I the room is "blanquisima" (very white),
in Act II it is "blanca'' (white}, and in Act III the walls
are "blancas ligeramente azuladas" (lightly bluish Hhite) ..

21
Later in the third act the sttite is enveloped in complete
darkne·ss.
. .,.,. .

~.T. Rub{a Barc{a in an

. !~J.s_e.~!f.l.Ca Mod~..EEE, states,

article in Revista

-----

.,.,.

"De la claridad maxima en el

.
. , ,
~
,.
.,., .
pr1.mer
nc t o, se pas a en transJ.cJ.on
gra.o.ua1.
a .l a max1.ma

oscuridD.d, en el acto ultimo. u

16

(Prom maximum cla:cii:y in

the first act one passes in gradual tranE>i tion to maximum

darkness in the last

~ct.}

The delicate shift in lighting demonstrates the
systematic breakdmm in communication among the principal
characters.

In Act I they speak freely with one another,
,)

openly giving vent to

th·~ir

feelings.

.~ ,~t 1 ri'J.~~lt·(~'t>.dt.~Y

{t~~·<..l''<"

The servants berate

Bernarda fox her inhumr.m treatment. of them..

;

They join

,_:1.:.',/\r"·. ··1•'V<1

Bernarda in scoi:·nfully comn~t:mti.nq on 1:he mour:ners.

Bernarda

explains to her dau9hters precisely how they-Hill observe
the mourning period for their father.

'l'he girls frankly

express their sense of frustration at the thought of bein<J
imprisoned for eight years.
become more veiled.

not to their mother.

In Act II the conversations

The girls talk among themselves but

l?oncia a·ttempts to converse with

Bernarda a:Oout what is happening among her daughters and
with Adela about her shameful conduct t-lith Pcpe but is

repulsed by both of ·them.

In Act III communication has

deteriorated to the point that no one is .speaking to anyone

------------------

16 J. Rub:l'a Barcia, 11 El realismo I magi co I de s La cas a
de Bernarda Alba, 1 11 ~ev.:h§_ta !:!_i~E~nic_§._ t1ode~~' XXXI, Nos.
1~4

(January-October, 1965), 397.

~
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silence

and beg-ins a. conven:>a tior.. Hi th Bernarda; the qirls n;main
silent.

T..Jc.'.·ter in t.he a.:t :Hartirio confronts Adela about

Adela's clandestine affair with Pepe.

The violent debate

accomplishes nothing; Hartirio cannot: dissu.;;:tde Adela from
ch~tots

Jtv

continuing to see Pepe, and Adela cannot convince Martirio
to leave her alone.
/' The soft blue radiance of the white

~-lalls

coupled 'ili th

the presence of Prudencia, who has retreated from her earthly
problems by seeking refuge in the church, projects a
spiritual aura over the stage• indicating the entry of a
divine for6e into Bernarda's house, one that previously has
been successfully shut out by her.

The reintroduction of

the spiritual and the church recalls the opening scene
where the_ funeral rites for Bernarda's husband are being
concluded oi£ stage; now death h2s crossed the thrsshold
and penetrate.:i

-~he

ver.y cent.er of ·the house itself, shOi.,ing

that both the setting and the action that is to take place
in Act III has come full circle in the drama.
The central imag·e of the meal, a commonplace domestic
scene, recalling the cleaning scene in Act I and the sewing
scene in Act II 1 conceals the undercurrent of tension among
the family members, but the immense silence around the
dinner table betrays J......\....

23

Br;;r:narda '_s friend, Prudencia, sits apart :from the
family t;;;-rnup around the tabl<::, indic.::1ting she neither
participab?.s in the meal nor comes under Be.r:nardn.' s realm

of

influence~

Bernarda's refusal or inability to prov±de

nourisl1ment for other than family members supplies yet
another link to the first act in v.;hich tl1e servan·ts eat
greedily in Bernarda's absence and condemn her for not
giving them enough food and Bernarda's failure to offer
food to the mourners· when they COJY!e t:o the house.

Bernarda

does offer Prudencia some honey and chee::;e later, but
Prudencia., upset by the sound cf the stallion drummingagainst the \vall vlit:1 i t:s :1oofs, declines 1 saying .she bas
lost. her app{-::ti tr1 (p. 180), illustrating once again the
negative aura that.permeates Bernarda, her house, and all
she po.s.sesses.

Food is a symbol of nourisl.1ment·--physical g

spiritual, and psychological.

Bernarda is incapable of

providing any type of nourishment to anyone g including l1erself.
The great silence only interrupted by the sounds of
plates and silverware joins the heavy silence and the empty
stage .in Ac't I, enhancing even more tl1e Cbomed atmosphere
of Bern..c7Lrd<l' s house and the sense of foreboding felt by
anyone viewing the setting for the last act.
A close analysis of the setting in l,a ~ _0e Berna.rda .

Alba rev(eals that the house itself is the controlling symbol
of the play and that it along with its owner merge into

on~~
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overpm1ering .symbol of repression and tyranny, barrenness
and s·t.erility t doom and death ...
V.

H1.AGERY

The tautness of Lorca 1 s style, the economy of his
language 1 and his use of prose \vi th

m.inoJ~

exceptions have

contributed to a more realistic drama than either of his

friend of Lorca'st Adolfo Salazar, reports that a
reading of the play, Lorca exclaimed with enthusiasm

pr~vate

af·t.er he' finished read5.ng each scene, "!Ni una gota de
..... '
poes1a.

"o

;~ea

1'.,,
1daa.

R~~alisml)

Reali·ty!

-,1··~
rul7
1•R~~-1amo.

(Not a drop of poetry!'

Although Lo!;ca felt he had succeeded

in elimina"i:ing poef.:ry from his draro.a, IJa

£]._~

sle

_?erl}-ard~

Alba offers some of the most poetic prose 'tvri t·ten for the
stage.

Lorca's prose abounds in the kind of imagery

usually found only in poetry, and

a~

in poetry it exerts a

profound influence on the developmentof the play--its
theme, setting, characterization, and action.

The control-

ling symbol of the house \vhich, in reality, is a projection
of Bernarda herself 1 appec.u:s as a backdrop for some of the

image clusters, such as the first one to be discussed--the

color symbolism of white in all its varied forms.
17

_.,.

Barela, Ibid., p. 335, citing Adolfo Salazar, "t~
drama incdi to de Federico Garcf'a. Lorca," Carteles, (April 10,

1938).

2S
H~~i te..

Follo"ling the house and the ch-:-'lracter of

Bernarda in importance as major symbols and closely linked

to both is the large and complex white imaqe cJ..u::Jh-1.;-;.
The title, La casa de Bernarda Alba (The House of Bernarda

-

- - - -- ---------- ----

-~-

----- -r-·- ·-----·-----·-·

Alba). and Bernarda • s name, 'ivhich is a part of the title,

demonstra.te their association Hi th one another.
last name, Alba, is derived from. the J_,a.t:in v;ord
vlh ~'t e. 18

In

Sp~J:?:.:!:Sh

Dernarda' s
a~J.:~~

meaning

"alba" signifies the early
liqht
of
...
... ...
·-~-~~ ~---~---,~~--~

..-..,.

dawn before the sun rises or the white robes worn bv prier.:Jts
---~~-"~~'''

~ .......,._,.~..,_.J.> ... .,.,._,...,.-~,..._,-.,.,;;->o-<<·.,;'''""'.;;~•.=<"'>'v.''o."o<<.:•,,'-•"~.r,o"''~"<;~t...~ •. •,.;., .._.,.<>..-J-a,<:>,.._._....,._.,_,.._.._.,,.

at mass.

19

Both of these definitions can be applied to

the sun has .not yet risen; Bernarda is cold and unmoved by:
,_ .. ,.-._,c"-"--··•·'--'-"

the pr{:"Jblems of others.

T:rte Hl:ti.te priests' robes recall

that Bernarda's strict enforcement of her pcrsonnl cpde of
"• ··. ~.·,·,r "''-" ''' ·-,·. •>"

--- '" --''-" ,_..,._ "'"·• ·- ·- "•• •-

~:~.;.~~~.<l~~D;

honor is her substitute for

.::...........~.._,....._.,~,_.,.,_.

she,

thert=.~forc~,

symbolically dons the priest's robe and becomes a

p~ciestess

to her own religion of negation.
Indirectly white relates to the sheets the daughters
are making in the setvinq scene in Act II 1 and, aG such, acts
as an ironi...::! comment: on the fate of Bernarda 1 s daugl1ters.

Angustias' bridal sheets and those being made for the other
~--~----·---···--···~-·-··h·-··-·-'·---·-·'""··---"""""'''"·"·""''"'·'·"·'"''·"·'--

18 -

.

· Webster's New World Dictionarv of the American
- - ------*'-·
- - -.. _!._angu_agc~, £2• ci:!:-_. 1 p~ 34.
19

Mariano vel((.squez de la: Cadena, Ed;vard Gray, and
Juan L .. Iri.bas, 0:.(~ ~ev~eq V~l!:0.~~~~ p_:em:2:sh_ .~Cti ~:g.;r();;.l fsh
Dictim~£EY_ (New York: : l:<'ollett~ Publishing Co:nrpa1l.y, -.J ,
p. 41 ..

0
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d;-:.rught:ers are destined never to be used.

..

.

-----------------·-·-~~~--"'-•·--u- ~,~~ ..._~.-.......__....__,,.,,

Rather thcJ.n

ing sexual fulfillment, they become :just anoi:her

su~mest-

~.:;ym}:>ol

for

Pepe' s picture 1 she hides i:t between the she:1ets of her bed ..

Pla.cir-<g a copy of him there is as close as she
come to sharinr;r a bed >ti:i.th Pepe or any man.

(~~~-~~~j_~~)vhich. i.s

the maj0r symbol

''-··--·~·-'--~•·-~.., ••~·-w'_../

.se~}!i~t!.::L ty
_......,__.,.._..

~---

........

~vith

~dll

l~ven

(Wer

the

Pep(;. of nw.J.e
,,,_,,~._,._.,,,._,.,_,

looks 'YJl:d.te to l\dela and like a ghost: to .i\.melia

t..rhen they see i:t in the blackne.ss of the night

{p~

187).

•.rhe great staJ.lion also has been dosexed bu·t only temporarily,
for H.:·.\v.ill be placed with the mares the foll.o·;zing· morning.

Adela's eerie vision of ·the .stallion infers that she, too 11
vJill fail in her .attempt to obt:ain thG love of Pepc.
;'

MarJ.a Jose.fa,

Bernarda~s

l&ct IJ:I 'Nhen she interrupts

mother, has Hhite hair.

~1artirio

In

• s pursni t of Adela,

she carries a t·lhi te lamb in her arms a

She tells Hartirio:

Como tengo el pelo blanc9 crees que no puedo tener ,
...
....
.,...
,.
.~
.
. r.,'
•
" ~
crJ.as,
y s1, cr1as y cr1as y cr1as.
,E' s~e
nlno
cenGra
.
.,;
• .-v
...
el pelo blanco y tendra otro n1no y este otro, y toQos
con el pelo de nieve, seremos como las alas, una y
otra y otra. Luego nos sentaremos todos y todos
tendremos el cabello bianco y seremo.s espuma {pp., 196~197).
~

(Because I h~we <;-Jhi tr.:: hair you bel iove ·that I cannot
have babies, but I can, ::Jabie.s and l.iabies and babies.
This baby will have~ite hair and the other baby will
have 1·1hi te hair and this one also, and all \vi th snow
white hair. We 1vill be like the vraves, one and another

and another.

Then we will all sit down, and we will

all have white hair and we will be seafoam.)
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She seeks rejuvenation from the barrenness of old age by a
return Jco tho sea, the sour1;c of

l.L::~

and fertility..

Her

reference to seafoam recalls the birth of Venus, the goddess

of love, who was born of seafoam..

This submerged mythical

allusion links the sea to sexuality and shmvs that Nari"a
Josefa yearns for sexual fulfillment while being doomed to
the solitary existence of an old woman.

In this, she

resembles Bernarda's daughters.
It is one of the bitterest ironies of the play that
the only one tvho forcefully attempts i.:o
prison is her eighty-year-old mother.

e.scap<~

Dernarda' s

In her madness she

comprehend.s more than the girls do about their situation ..
Even at her age she does not wish to spend the rest of her
days imprisoned .in Bernarda's house of mourning.
c f-<"'a\L ~~

-~(t'·

(et.'f.C-1'

Words in Spanish that are etynfologically joined by
sharing the same root word or possess

se~eral

related

definitions or form an alliance by their English translations
juxtapose several minor image clusters with that of white.
These include cleanliness, heat (fire), and cosmic imagery.
Each one will. be discussed separately with their correlation
to one another specified.
,,,

\;~>-tie/.< 1 ;t$~ a

Cleanliness.
the universally accepted belief that they are

synonymous~

Morris Freedman refers to Bernarda's desire for cleanliness:

2B
Be:rnard<=t .Alba is sadistically compulsive about order,
path6logical about cleanliness. As in Yerrn~. in which
tvw o],d rnnid!;; spend all their time keepi,:l~ri~l:IE.ir hou.se ·
c··
-. 1 r~
C':!"'
t,"j
--~ "· ;.,
.. -~
•. .
]'.c.
~\~A
~ ~-.•
'.r; ··=t
-:t- 'l
~ ... ~
.::.pO<.:.
~•:.>v 1
~._)
LE.
D.~r:t: enneuS
llltffiaCU
t.E.rt~ ....... ('"LS.CLaretc.
1
Alba's establishment are related to sterility; her house
~s 28t merely a denial of passion but a denigration of
~ t: ..
!.... '!...

.:,

r"-

-f mb•}OI ·ll~ll;:k
!ttbtf'i\ CI\&Mill\'fe

In Act I t:he servants laboriously clean t:he house in
preparation for ·the arrival of ·th.c-3 mourners for i:he wakeo
They discuss Bernarda • s preoccupation \·Ji·th cleanliness,
using words, such as cleanes>c

(as<~ada),

clean (liRpi::t),

polished (barniza.do), scour {frega:r.), soap ( jabord,
( lavar}, and '\'lhi te\vClSh (blanquea:!').,

~vash

'J:he \Wrd Hblanquear"

''"'"'tv~
( whi·teHash ) ties the cleaning rJ.o·
.... J.:r. to the large r:;hi t.:e .image
r-

cluster.

The following dialogue between the servant and
--\r/UJ) l

t:~ 1 r' f\:··~·:1,\ ·. \J 0

Poncia typifies their conversa.tion and points out the
symbolic importance of the cleaning motif:

La Poncia.

Limpia bien todo.

Si Bernarda. no/ ve

relucientes lasmsas me arrancara los
pecos pelos que mc quedan.
Criada~

La

l'oncia.

(La

Sanqre en las manes tengo de fregarlo todo.

,

,

Ella, la mas aseada; ella, la mas decente;

/
·~
e.lla 1 ] .a m2.s
a.l tao .1.. Buen o.escanso
gano-~ su
pobre mar :i.do ! ( p. ll3 ) •

If I3Grr.. arda does
Poncia. Clean everythiny- 'i'Jr.C;ll
not see everything shining, she will pull
out the little hair I have left.

----------------20

a

1-iorris Freeman, 11 The l..forali ty of Passion: Lore a's
'IJ."hree Tragedies," in Zll..C?. ~~<?._;::?J.: l:mrml_?~, Ho9._~!_!l pra.~~ :fro::t
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I have blood on my hands from scouring
everything.
She 1 the cleanest; she, the most decent;
she, the highest. Her poor husband earned
a good rest!)
A spotless house symbolizes an unblemished reputation,

the ultimate goal of al;L Bernarda 1 s viqilance.

Poncia's

rernoo.:-ks also disclose the unques·tionable link bet\,Tecn

Bernarda and he:c house.
does her name.

As long as her house shines, s.o

Ironically, in IJa Poncia' s remarks the house's

sterility,· is also

r(~cognizable.

Bernarda's diligence or, rather, the servants'
Herculean efforts on her beha:f, has fallen short of her
g·oal..
to

Ponc.:l.a no·d.ces ·that

~vhich

~:h0.

glas.sr..·JZ•.:.e has spo·ts on it

the servant replies that she could not get: them

off with soap or flannel cloths (p. 115).

Spots on the

glassware indica·tc=; Bernarda' s prescription for respectability
is flavwd.

Her fanatic adherence to an outmod<-;d code sets

her in conflict with everyone around her, her family and

villagers a.like.

Instead of commanding their respect, she

is gossiped about, attacked for her caustic remarks, and
hated for her superciliousness.

Barnarda's error is not

so much the code she has made her own, but '. her narroH

interpretation of it.

She has only taken that portion

which suits her purpo[:e; she \'Tants the end product of: the

code, honor and respect, but

failc~

to contribute those

personal attributes that the code requires.

The chivalric

code of: honor expects from i·ts proponen t.s 9Emerosil:y of
spirit, just consideration of those in its power, faithfulnessr virtue, bravery, honor, courtesy, and mutual

respect.

Bernarda does not adhere to the code herself,

so can not expect to reap its benefits.

Er

·"'a+_:;:._t;
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f ..c:.;
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Lorca employs t-:he heat-fire imagery to

mirror conflict, sexual passion, and fertility, following
a long-accepted ·technique in literature to use nat:ure ·to
reflect the emotional state of the characters.

Included in

this cluster are hot (caliente}, heat {calor), warmth
(calentura), fire (fuego), burned (quemado,

encendido)~

burning (ardicndo], fingers of fire (dedos de lumbre),

and hell (infierno)e
Early in Act II Amelia
door for a little fresh airo

asl~s

Poncia to open the patio

This turns the conversation to

a discussion of the weather, revealing that the stifling
heat of the previous night had kept nearly
---~·~.,~----~-"""•,..~"'"

.._________

..•.

""•"•~•·.-··•···r

-~-Y§!J.:.:YS>I?:G
av7ake,
•
""'··"""''''
··•·-~·.-.

causing them to be atvare of Pepe' s departure f:r:om the

windmV' o£ An.gus'cias; they, hm·Jever 1 disagree as t.o t:he:
hour he .left {p. 145).

Inability to sleep, spying on

Pepe' s courtship of .A_ngustias, and questioning the actual
departure

tim:~e

of Pepe give evidence of the hidden conflict

and the buildin.g tension among ·the ·women ..
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A short: time later the reapers pa:3s the
returnin<.J to the fields to r.wrk.

Ponc.ia

hotWE'

dr::~scribes

t

t>:::r<.\

.
t_o tnelr
. .
burned trees (~rboles quomados}v re f err1ng

Stlrl.._

blacl<:ened complexions.

do(~,:;

not

a:ff1,~ct

'I'lie oppressive heat (calor)

them; they rea.p through flames ( llamaradas)

(pp. 158-159).

After the reapers have gonr:: 1 r1ar tirio

complains that the heat makes her feel ill (pe J.60).
~·Jho

reapers

dS

'J.Il1e

symbolize earthiness, uninhibited sexual:i_ ty,

and virility, work out in the hot sun in the fertile fields
of grain with no ill effects, but Martirio, deformed and
sickly, v-1ho is prevented from satisfying her natural
instincts by her mother's cod.G of honor:, becomes ill from

the heat, even though or because she is indoors and
protected from the full effect of the sun's rays.
Act II ends dramatically

~·lith

Bernarda crying out

for revenge on a young vloman who has borne a child out of
wedlod~

and killed it.

Before killin•J her 1 Bernarda

shr:ielcs, nfcarbm1 ardiendo en el si tio de su pee ado!
(Hot coals in the place of her sinl)

(~.

178}.

the old code of eye for eye, tooth for tooth.

sexuality must be purged with heat.
of the begetting of

11

This is

Her hot

Thus it is a perversion

life~

The heat image

s·ymbolizE~s

SE:xuali ty and fGrtili ty at

the beginning of Act III when the stallion kicks against
the v1all.

E\~rnarda

l:.'hispers to her friend, Prudcncia,

32
iifJebe t.ener

-calor~

11

(He

must be too

hot~}

(p. 180).
L

_fosmic...

The word sun {sol) unites the heat-fire

cluster \vith that of cosmic imagery.

'l'he main purpose of

this image cluster is to inject the element of fate into
the action. for it foreshadows the tragic destiny of all
the characters but especially Adela 1 Hho contemplates the
night sky and 'tvonders about thP. significance of ·the stars
and the lightning.

The cosmic imagery includes sun (sol),

star (estrella), cloud (nube and nublo), thunderbolt or
flash of lightning (rayo), lightning flashes (luce un

.J

relampago}, sky ( cielo), and moon ( 1 una) ..
)I

The £oreshadowing begins in Act II during the
conversation abou·t the sleepless night r,vhen Magdalena

info:r:ms the others there 't"las a black s·torm cloud and some
drops of rain fell (p. 145).

The storm clouds gathering

over the house depict the repressed passions, the jealousy
../
__________.
..,.--~--····~-

and bitter rivalry between the sisters, the hatred and
suspicion that eats a\vay at the spirit of the imprisoned
'\•lOrnen.

The foreboding becomes more ominous in Act III \·vhen
Adela decla:r•es;, "Tiene el cielo unas estrellas como punos."
(The sky ·nas stars like fists.)

(p. 187).

Adela's vision

of the s.ky a"ld the stars denotes nature as hostile and
retal iato.ry ,.-

i>1artirio' s reply prophesies Adela's tragic

.1'

fate, "Est::t sc puso a mirarlas de modo que se iba a tronchar
el

her

cu~llo.''
neck~)

(This one stared at them until she

~lmost

broke

(p. 187).

Adela questiorls her mother about the meaning of an
old saying people repeat v1hen ·they see a star fall or a
lightning flash, bu·t Bernarda has forgotten (p. 188).

Both

the falling star and lightning imply nature out of jo:i.n'c.
Stars long associated with the foretelling 6f human destiny
through their appearance as falling stars indicate a full
in fortune.

Falling stars are dying s·tars that burn up

as they plummet ·to earth.

The lightning flash, too, conveys

a sense of impending doom, 'chough for an opposite reason.
It implies a raw, unbridled dynamic force, an unleashed,
terri£ying, uncontrollable power that carries death and
destruction in its wake.

Though the images are divergent

in that the stars represent: dying enerqy and the lightning

an excessive amount of energy, both portray destruction and
death.

Since only Adela expresses an interest in the sky,

this cosmic.imagery concerns her alone and foretells her
tragic fate.

She is the only daughter who dares to disobey

her. mother and acts to free herself from Bernarcla's prison
but falls short of her goal.

She burns herself out and

only in death does she finally find release fr6m her torment.
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Hid:!]lq-'!?.J.indP~.§E.·

•rho hiding--blindness imagery

conveys in figurative J.ansFw.ge Bern;:trda' s manipulation of

her code of honor, coinciding with the ideas expressed by
Brenan and Carrier that .the appearanGe of honor becomes
more important than honor i·tself. 21

Bernarda' s single--

minded concern for preserving her reputation moves her to
unscrupulous, despotic, and arbitrary actions to maintain
it, including locking up her aged mad mother and her
daughters, denying reality, blinding herself to the signs
of conflict among her

daughter~,

and refusing the counsel

of Pohcia because she must keep up the facade even in her
or.vn household.

In the cluster of images are closed or loc1.;-,ed up
(cerrado), stop up· or Hall up (tapiado), cover up (tapar,
se tapan, tapara, tapo), has not seen (no ha visto)

6

hidden (escondido), blind (ciego), hide {ocultar), hiding
place (escondrijo), darkness (oscuridad), in darkness (por
lo oscuro), blindfold (venda).
Bernarda's callous treatment of her old mother is a
result of her at·temp·t to
in the house.

hid£~

the fact .she has a madwoman

She keeps her locked in her room.

While the

n1cmrners a:':'e in the hou.~;e, -r.he servant has to cover r-1ar:la
Josef a's mouth td th an empty sack to keep her from crying

21 nn.
. 8 ana' 9 •
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out and exposing he:c presence (p. 124}.

Bernarda instruc·ts

the servan.t to take her mother out to the patio for some
fresh ai.r but cau·t.ions her not to let Har{a Josefa go near

the \vell, not because she is a.fraid her mother will fall in
but because -t:he neighbors can see her there {p. 125).
During the wake one of the girls remarks she has seen
Pepe el Romano among the men.
him, too.

Angus·tia.s affirms she has seen

Bernarda immediately retorts it tvas not Pepe but

Darajal:l, the \<lidower.

She and Angust.ias have saen Pepe 1 s

mother, not him (p. 119).

Bernarda disclaims the truth,

so that no one will know of her secret negotiations to
arrange a marria9e

bet~;veen

Angustias and Pepe.

no one but herself, hm·rever,

a~d

She fools

all she really accomplishes

is to make herself the ·target for bi tinc_:.r, vindictive comments
by the women.

Ironically, her plans for Angustias are

common gossip in the village

'ti:rh(~reas

not even her daughters

knm'l about it until they overheard the women discussing the
matter at the funeral.
Martirio's explanation that her hiding of Pepe's
picture was a joke is accepted by Bernarda because she
does not

~>1ish

to acknmdedge ·the discord it exhibits.

Poncia tr.ies to make Bernarda see the gravity of the
picture ·episode in the follO'iving dialogue:
Yo so1o te digo:
abre los ojos y vercCs. • .. Siempre
has .sido 1ista.. Has vis·to lo malo de las gentes a cien
leguas:; muchas veces cre.:l que adivinabas los pensamientos.

L-
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Pero los 'h.:i..jos son los hijos. Ahora es:ta's ci.ega. • ~
Buenor a Martirio • • • (Con curiosidad.) J Por qu6
habr5.' escondido el retrato? (p,:- 169-r:-,

(I only tell you:

open your eyes and you will see • • •
You have seen the evil in
people one hundred leagues away;_ many times I believed
that you read thoughts. Bu·t your children are your
children. NoH you are blinds ~ • Good, to Martirio • • •
( H=L_t:}}_ curios i t_y. ) ~vhy \vould she have hidden the
picture?)

You have always been smart.

The servant and Poncia decide they are powerless to
make Bernarda see v1hat is happening among her daughters

because she is. too proud ·to acknowledge it.

The

ser'Jant

comments, "Es tan orgullosa que ella misma se pone una
venda en los ojos. 11

(She is so proud that she herself puts

a blindfold over her eyes.) (p. 192).
Berharda' s heartlessness continues t:o the end when
she

coldly~admonishes

.the daughters and the servants not to

say anything about Adela's death, for it v7ould mean her

ruin (p. 204).
Time.

The frequen-t references t.o time and the

passage of time, first introduced in the setting, demonstrates its considerable influence on the entire drama--theme;
setting, characters, and action.

Time

~veighs

heavily on the

hearts and minds of the girls v;ho face eight years of
imprisonment, the thought of ''lhich breeds frustration,
dissension, and hatred.

The continual mention of time

also reflects Bernarda's regard for the past; most of the

L_

'
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rc,ferences apply -to sorne'ching that has already taken

place~

The time of day becomes a topic of conversation when the
girls attempt ·to pinpoint the actual time Pepe leaves
Angustias' window: this discussion reveals that Pepe is
tarrying at a second window until much later, disclosing he
is playing a double game of courtship and that one sister

is not conducting herself honorablyA fe~v representative examples of the time imagery

include t.\vO hours (dos hora.s), one day (un dia), last nighJc
(anoche), clock (reloj), a lorig time ago (hace tiempo), the
first time (la primera vez), almost day (cusi de d{a), at
times {a veces) , a.t dat-m ( al amanecer) , time ( tiempo) , and
year (ano).
Time is mentioned by Poncia in ·the first line she
spealcs in Act I when she sarcastically remarks that already
more than tv70 hours of mumbo-jumbo have taken place at the
funeral (p. 111).

Magdalena recalls their childhood was a

happy time and that a wedding lasted ten days and no one
gossiped (pe 133).

The bleakness of their future causes

her to reminisce about a time in the past

~·ihen

they knew

happier days.

The problem of Pepe•s time of departure originates
duri.ng the sm,Iing scene early in Act I I .

Amelia thinks he

left at 1:30..because she heard him cough and heard his
mare•s hoofbeats.

Poncia disagrees, saying she heard him

38

g-c a.·t 4:00.

Amelia then reverses herself and concurs v.ri th

Pbncia (pp. 145-146).

Time seems to suggest the irtevitability

of a -t:ragedy of nubile Homen '>vho are made to live vli thout
love in a timeless household.
One of the most important of all ancient

arch(::typal symbols is that of 1ivater, a dual symbol
can be ei·ther good or evil or even both.

his book,

'J~he

Gn~a t

N<2tl:1~r,

~·1hich

Erich Neumann in

makes the dis tinction betvJeen

contained water and flowing water, a distinction also made
Neumann states:

by J_,o.rca.

Since water is undifferentiated and elementary and is
often uroboric 1 containing- male elements side by side
with the m~ternal, flowing and moving waters, such as
streamsr are bisexual and male and are worshiped as
fructifiers and movers$ • • • While in the well the
element:ary cl1aractcr of ·the Feminine is stil.l
evident--it is no accident that in fairy tales a well
·is often the gate to the underworld and specifically
to the domain of the earth mother--in the spring the
rising, erup·ting motif of 11 being born 11 and of creative
mov~m~nt i~ more strongly acccrited than that of being
2
con~...a~ned.

Water, like time 1 is a major symbol in Lorca's
thea.tre pictorially introduced by the nymphs in .1\.c·t I.

23

In La casa de B<;£J.arda Alb~, I:.orca distinguishes bett'leen

the contained water of Bernarda' s vlell, symbolizing the

-----------------22

h ··
jrhe Great Mothe~, An AnalE_~§. of
•.
Neumann,
·-the Archetvpe, trans. Ralph Manheim (New York: Pantheon
Boolcs, InC.,-1955}, p. 48.
23

.t:.r~c

T.•

•

s~pra, pp.

12-13 ~ n. 13.
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sterility of her world, repression, .and death, and the
moving ~vater of Hu.r[a Josef a's fantasy, the sea foam and

tvaves, symbolizing fertility, male sexuality, and the
life force.
.
. ·t d
t
( aguaJ,
..
.
. I"" ~
riB t er 1magery
1nc~u es wa.er
r2ver
\r10J,

~.~

well (pozo), sea (m<n-}, drops (got.as)

6

rains {lluvias),

waves (olas), and spume or seafoam (espuma}w
The village's only source of water comes from wells.
Arturo Barea writes,
plain.

11

The village itself lies in a hot

It is far from the river, its inhabitaxd:s dritik

their water from wells and live a life as stagnant as that
water. 11

2t1
•

.Bernarda herself describes it,

11

••

.. en este

maldi to pueblo sin r:lo, pueblo de pozos, donde siempre se
hebe el agua con Bl miedo de que este' envenenada."
( • • • in this cursed village without a river, village of
tV"ells,

~vhere

ah1ays one drinks Hater vd th the fear that

it is poisoned.) (p. 122).

The identification of the

water with poison affirms Lorca•s symbolism.

A second

linking of the two images occurs when Poncia characterizes
Martirio as a well of poison (p. 193).
Another meaningful use of water occurs in the last
act when Martirio and Adela by turns drink \·lc:ter (pp. 181-

194).

Alberich discusses the sexual overtones of this act

24

Arturo Barea, Lorca: The Poet and His People
(New York: Harcourt, Br-a'Ce-& Company,· rnsT~--p. 52.
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in a psvd1olocr:i.caJ. s'l:udv D:f I..orca' s plays enti·tled
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forma obvj_i:t y trndi.cio;::al de la sed como .sfmil del
deseo g"}!lG~'ico {ya. sea em su fin inmediato de copulaci6:n
o en su ·obj<';tivo i l l te.r:i.or de p:r.ocreaci6i:1), pero
tra:tadas de mane:.r a impresiona.ni.:e por su insistoncia
obsesiva. Las hijas de Bernarda Alba, atormentadas
por el Calor t!!:>t:iva.J. (y por Sl.: ~hambre de Vi'l.rOn) 1
~'ern·''"'\"'
r~ ,:;,,:.c~..Len ~. .:;;.,;:,
~ £""'1
a ...
~
e ""c•t·.!(
.o.n ul.
· .,,_:,..r<;
C..Oll .l·ct.:.
.aUCGv S..::.ca.,
,.,e?,.
1
1
levan tan continua-me::d::e a bc~ber agua por la noche. ·-.J
.-•l!":!t,•'''l.'

. . ·}--.,...,.

,

..

C'
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)

(In Yermo. and The Hous8 .of '3 • .!-i.o ~·Je encou::d:er again
numerous-aqu2.tTc--imasj~e.·s. --At times I these take the
obvious and traditior_al .form of thirsJc as a simile
for the desire for g-en;;:::rr;d:ion { nm1 it may be in its
immedia·te aim of copu1e.tion or il'l its ulterior
objective of procreation), but dealt with in an
impressive manner by their obsessive persistence:<.
The dauqhtcrs of Be1:narda Alb<~, torment:c~d by i:he
summer heat: (and ·their :bunger for a man), are alNays
thirsty; with dry tbroat:.s, ·they continually get up ·to
d:tink 'i<Iater in the ni9ht.)
The well, poisoned by Bernarda's stagnant determination
that her daughters marry :men of i.:beir class, even ·though

there is no money for sui table dmvries and no such men
availa.ble, dooms them never to quench their t.hirst.

t-1ar{a Josefa through tha·t gift of instinctive
perception

b..esi:o~·7ed

on the road realizes that no ch;:mco for

marital happiness exists for anyone in Bernarda's house
or in the vi11,age,.,

,.

Garc~a

XXXIX,

She esc:a.pes from her room arid pleads
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with Bernarda:
/

.

.

me qtuero casar, porque qu:te.ro ca.sarme
con un varon nermoso de la orilla del mar, ya que aqu~
los hombres huyen de J.as mujeres (p. 142).

liJ.e escape

~or~ue

beca·u"'e
T
T,,;lr>i· to ge"'· ma·r~J.·~~..J.. cd 1 be~,.,.,.,~.,.
T_
•
( •.,.J.. PSC'"•ped
.., . . . . u __
v
'-·C.-4... ..
\'lant to marry a handsome man from the seashoro, now
.J

•

..1-

~

.. ;.1,.....

•

\.~

....

•

~::»·-

that here men flee from the women.)
In the las>c act t carrying a white lamb symbolizing

her baby, Har:La Josefa. appears suddenly before H.art.irio
and tells her that she and her child will be J.ike waves,

one and another and another (pp. 196-197}. 26

The sterility

of Bernarda's nunnery and the static atmosphere of the
village require their leaving and going far a•da.y to the
seashore.

Union \·Ji th the sea ;,;rill tra.nsform their •·1hi tE:

hair of old age and sterili·ty to s13a foa.rn, a force of
creative energy and fertility, and they.will multiply.
Through the water imagery Loren subtly has increased
the vision of sterility and death to include the entire
village, not just Bernarda's house.
Hor~~·

Jung

c~nnec·t:s

the horse on account of his

•
• -1
•
fleetness of foo·t :vnth
the vana,
sea .foam, fJ.r.·e,
an ~...

1.J

,).

..~....J..g~.-c.

27

Coincidentally, Lorca's symbols for male sexuality, passion,
5c•vct,n;\-~ (

vital energy, and fertility in this play are the stall1on,

26

§upra, p. 24, for complete quotation of this

cirlot, 2.£· S'~it., p. 145, citing C. G. Jung,
gf :J.~,r_.a_·n-~X_.o_:t;;El::";_i;i<2._11 (Collec·ted Works, 5) (London: 1956).
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sea foam (as

pa~t

of the seaJ, and the sunlight from the

hot African sun blazing down on the fields o£ ripe wheat.;
the primary one is the st.allion ( el. caballo garaf.ts·n) ..
The other t\vo uords in

t:~--d .•~>

ima.;Je pnttern are hor.se

(caballo) and ma.rE: { j aca) •

Like Pepe the stallion is never seen on stage, only
heard.

The ominous silence of ·the dinner scenG of Act III
JeVI-t€ P\.4-lt \

is broken abrup-tly by the brute force of t:he .stallion
pounding o:n the \valls with its

r'l:·t.~"'"l

hdofs. ,

Bernarda has it

e•\.s_evr:ld<...

penned up, dra:win<;:; an obvious parallel to what :.:;he is
doing to her daughters \'lith one ::10table exception--the

stallion \·.rill be 'placed Hi·th the mares at

1\

•v{".r i'~J? lJ' ~

da~m ·~vbile

daughters have no hope of release for their sexual

the

fuJ.-

fillment (p. 180)4
Later that night: Adela, Amelia, and gartirio go to

the doorvlay for a breat1.1 of air.

Adela and Amelia describe

the sta.llion:
Adela ..

El caballo qaranon estaJ;a en el centro del
corral /blanco! Doble de grande, llenando
todo lo oscuro.

Es verdad.
(Adela...

Daba miedo.

,.
• • ""*
Parecla
una aparlclon.

The stallion was in the middle of the corral.
Hhi te! Double in siz·e, filling '-l.P the dark-ness,.

Amelia ..

It is true.
It frightened me.
like a ghost (p. 187}.

It seemed
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The unnatural appearance of the stallion, looming like a

menstruous c1ppari tion, ambodlcs Adi:~J.a' D hopeless passion
f •·ol-•

I,e~ne•
.r:· ,

~~~> ·c-1.·-~n+J.·r
.......
3 '::1 << ... ·~

size illustrates the magnitude of
t_

her desire and her.frailty in the face·of a sup0rior force.

I.. ater in ·the scene, Har. ~l J·o~>ef<:l ·tells Hartirio
•
.
• .••
'
.
Romano es un gJ.gante.

~.....
Todas .1 o quere1.s.

devorar porque voscrtras sois granos de
de trigo.

J Ranas

You all love him.
you are grains: of

sin lengua 1

Pero

tri~ro.

out tongues! ) ( p. 19 7} •

<.:;

el

- ••

OS VC\

a

No gx·anos

(Pepe el Romano is a giant.

But he is going to devour you
~vheat~

"Dena
e]
J: .. c

Not grains of t-Jheat..

beca~se

Progs with-

;rhe v,rhi teness of t:ho stallion, the

symbolic color of sterility and death in the play 6 foretells
Adela's failure to obtain Pepe and her subsequent death.
Significant, too? is Amelia's reaction; the stallion 1 s
ghostly appearance frigh·tens her, portraying in concrete
terms the fear she expresses of men and the meek acquiescence
to her mother's domination.
Fusion of ·the horse image and Pepe occurs in similar
fashion as Leonardo and his horse in
travels on horseback.

Bod~ £~ ~~;

Pepe

On the fateful last night of the

play, Pepe flees on his mare after Bernarda fires a shot
in his direction (p. 204).
One notable addition, little she-mule {mulilla},
should be made to the horse imaqe pattern for two important
:reasons:

its connota·t:ion and its context.

A mule, being a
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hyb:r.::Ld., is s·te.ri-le.

In Act II Nar·ti.r.:Lo attempts to dra\v

Am(:.lia into her plot ·to discredit

A.dela~

In their conver-

sation Martirio tells Amelia she thinks she heard people
in the corral very late the previous night and other ni(..lht.s,
too..

Amelia asks if it could be the shepherds, but. Marti.rio

replies they arrive at six.

Then Amelia suggests perhaps

it 'tias an unbroken little she-·mule.

that is \•lhat it

~·;ras,

Martirio agrees that

meaning, of course 11 Adela 1 bu·t MartLcio' s

sly allusion falls on deaf ears, for Amelia does not
comprehend her veiled reference to their sister (p. 161).
'l'he linking of' the image of the little mule to Adela

conveys an <.malagous meaning to that of .Adela • s vision of
the stallion in the corral..

Hartirio•s reference to Adela

as a little mule desexes her

ct!i.d

renders her sterile just

as Adela's vision of the stallion desexes it; both images
denote s·terili ty, a means whereby the dramatist foreHarns
of ·the failure of the love of Adela and Pepe ~

Through

these striking images of the stallion and Adela as a little
mule, Lorca shoHs tha·t given the conditions that exist in
the pla.yr., even no.rmally fertile and productive animals and
people are rendered impotent.

'l1 his illustrates graphically

one of Lorca ~ s major cr.i ticisms of Spanish society,
especial.ly in the small villages, that their ''laY of life
founded on

a.n 'OUtmoded code distorts man's basically

producti'i.r!E! nature and makes him sterile.
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Through the use of the other animal
imagery, Lorca forcibly depicts the deep-rooted hatred and

profound contempt that exists bet\veen most. of the Homen in
the play, including the villagers,

c~rtainly

not the mutual

respect so important to Bernarda's sacred code of honor,

rather ·the exact opposite.

The manner in

~vhicll

thi.s

imagery is used to vilify the person with whom it is
connected leaves no doubt as to the real emotional climate

of the drama.
'J.lhe major animal metaphors are the dog (perro} and

bitch (perra); 6thers are lizard (lagarto), goats (cabras),

sow (marrana), and frogs (ranas).
The disparagement of the characters begins immediately

during the housecleaning scene in Act I >,vhen Poncia vehemently
decla::res that Bernarda treat;;; her like a dog (bitch), "Pero

yo soy buena perra; ladro cuando me lo dicen y muerdo los
talones de los que piden limcsna cuando ella me azuza;
• • •

(But I

tl

am a good dog (bitch}; I bark when they

tell me to do it, and I bite the heels of those \vho beg
\oJhen s.he sics me on t:hem.) (p. 114).
Regardless of hm•7 loudly they denounce Bernarda' s
airs

ill':icl

treatment of· them, ironically, they do not hesi-

tate to .a;dopt her superior attitude \vhen dealing \vi th those

they consider beneath ·them.

When the

beggar~·lOrnan

appears
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as!<.ing for the table scraps 1 pleading· t:hat she and her daughter
cLt'(3

all alone, the servant peremptorily retorts' that dogs

are also alone and they manage to live (p. 116)6
l"lartirio bitterly explains to l'.melia that men deem
women no better than dogs; all that is important to them
is land and oxen (p. 132).
Bernarda's sense of superiority-and insensitivity
to the feelings of others is mirrored in her coldly ordering
the servant to be quiet and stop crying, telling her ahe
should have had everything cleaner for the wake.
con-tinues her tirade, "Vete.
Criada se

.:@.

lloE_ando.)

No

ElS

es'~.:e

t'-1

She

lu~J<1r,.

(La

Los pobres son como los animales;

parece como si estuvieran hechos de otras sustancias."
(Get out.
~_rying.)

This is not your pla.ce.

(The servant

~ 9]_-lt

The poor are like animals; they seem as if they

were made of other substances.) (p. 117).
Following the departure of the mourners, Bernarda and
Poncia complain that they

h~ve

remarks that the place looks as

dirtied the floor; Bernarda

if

a herd of goats had

passed ·through it (p. 123).
The mourhers do not think any better of Bernarda
either.

One woman calls her a dried-up old lizard (po 119).

Poncia, giving vent to her pent-up hatred of Bernarda after
working for her for thirty years, fervently wishes she could
be closed up in a room \vi th her and spit on her for an entire
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year then leave her as children do a crushed lizard (p. 114).
Hhen Poncia. sta:ctles Adela by announcing 'she "Jcnmvs

that Adela has been seeing Pepe, Adela calls her an old

scm {p. 153}.
This animal -imagery demonstrates how Lorca uses
figurative language to indicate the undercurrent of
bitterness, lon9-festering hatreds, and contempt that run.
rampant amoncr the characters in La casa de :Bernarda. Alba~
••

J

- - -

It should be noted, too, how the use of this animal imagery
contrasts with the code of honor •
.?._ody~

One of the la.rges1: image pat·terns in the

play is that of body imagery--fingers (dedos), hands
(manoa), head (cabeza), hair {pelo), breast (pecho),
mou·th {boca), legs (piernas), heart (corazchl), face
(cara}, and feet (pies).
images li·Till be discussed:

However, only the three major
tongue (lcngua), body (cuerpo),

and eyes (ojos).
The constant repetition of body images dra\vs attention
to· the physical level, the basic problems of the daughters'
health, deformities, and hunger for

men~

The tongue image

conveys Bernarda' s fanatical concern for "lo que dira"n 11
(what people Hill say); the body metaphor crystallizes ·the
girls' desire for love and their hidden passions: the eyes
image serves a three-fold purpose--as a mirror of the mind,

L
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as an organ of sight. and as an indicator of the emotions,

especially love.

Thls imagery also embodies the watchfUl

atmosphere that cnvcJ:ops the house-.;..almost everyone seems
to be \'?atchin9 everyo:mol else,

~even

though, paradoxically,

they vratch but do not see ivhether by design as in the case

of Bernarda or not.

"l'he inability to see acts as a parallel

to the motif of hic:'l.ir.HJ and blindness,. shm·ling that although
there

~s

little or no

pr~vacy

ih the house, only a few of

the occupant.s see clearly what is happening l'li thin its w-nlls.
In Act I Ponc..ia and :Uernarda recoun·t Bernarda' s
problem of having marriageable daughters r:d th no sui table
men available.

Ponc~a

tells Bernarda she should have moved

to another village, but if she had, ·che daughters Hould be
the poor ones.

Bernarda angrily retorts, •;tall a esa lengua

atormentadora!"

(Hold your tormenting tongue!) (p.

129)~

Later in the a•ct Martirio and Amelia deliberate on
\>7hether they are not better off Hi thout boyfriends.

Arrtelia

recalls th<1t Enrique Humanas had been interested in Hartirio •
.r.fartiri.o reveals she waited all night for him to come to her
windovT, but he never dll:d.
cosa de l·enguas."

.,

Bitterly, she states, "Fue todo

(It: was .all gossip.) (p. 132).

He really

was not interested in her at all; it was just village gossip.
In Act II 'Nhen .iA:dela casts doubt on Martirio' s cxplanation ft::>r t;aking

Pcpe'~ s

picture, Hartirio tells her to be

quiet, or she \vill tei.l such things ·that the \valls will

l_
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close to9ethe;::- v.zi th

.sh<.u:n.r.~.

no tiene fin para inven>car l

.Adela anst.vers I

11

1La

mala. leng-ua

{An evil tongue never stops

11

Tongue seems a very appropriate

inventing lies!) (p,. 166) ..

image :for a way of life that stresses repu·tation-report
(honor) so much.
Poncia uses body imagery v1hen she tells the girls
abou~c

the f'irs·.t time her husband approached her

~vindovl,

saying, "Hecorrfa el sudor por todo . el cuerpo."
ran dmm my body.) (p. 148).

(Sweat

The excitement of having a

man visit caused her to break out in perspiration.
During the early par·t. of 1\ct II through dialogue,
expositior1 of the action that has taken place reveals that
Adela has not been sleeping well and that Martirio has been
following her evt:::rywhere.

Hartirio continually attempts

to make Adela adrrd t she has b·een seeing Pepe surreptitiously
· by insinuating she has, but Adela \vill not do so.
tells Hartirio to leave her alone.
body 'vhat she \vants (p. 151).

Adela

She will do with her

After l-1artirio leaves,

Poncia chides Adela for her outburst against her sister.
Adela repli·es:
r.1e si·gue a todos lados. A veces se a soma a mi cuarto
para. ver si duermc. No me deja respirar. Y .siempre:
n i Que las tim a de car a! n, "j Que 1 as'c.ima de cuerpo que
no vaya a ser para nadie! " 1 Y eso no! Ni cuerpo sera
de quien yo quiera.
(She follm·lS me everyr.,vhere. Sometimes she looks in my
room t.o :See if I am sleeping. . She does not let me
11
br(~a't.he,
:Find ah·;ays:
What a pity about that body

ir
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that .is never going to be for anyone! 11 l~nd that: :i.s not
so! My body will be for whomever I want it to ba for.)
(p. 151).

Adela 1 s la.st remarlc hints \:hat perhaps there is some substance
to Martirio's suspicions and that Adela has not resigned
herself to following her mother's orders in regard to the
mourning period, that she will noL be sealed inside a nunnery.
In the waning moments of the drama, Adela, her patticoat

cov~red

with straw, faces her mother and sisters.

Angustias grabs her, declaring, "De a.qu! no sales tu con tu
cuerpo en triunfo.

FLadrona!

fneshonra de nuestra casa!"

(You don 1 t leave here \vith your body in triumph.
Disgrace of our house!) (p. 202).

Robber!

The latter citation

provides a fitting climax to this particular image pattern,
for it bares the fact that Adela indeed has been seeing
Pepe, doing with her body what she wants, and rebelling
against her mother's authority.
Angustias applies the eyes imagery as a mirror of
the mind when she refers to Adela's eyes to demonstrate
the alteration in appearance and behavior, suggesting she
is taking on the appearance of a madwoman {p. 151) ..
Poncia, one of the fe\v \vho does see clearly, r.varns
Adela that her head and hands are full of eyes \vhatever
Adela tries to do (p. 152).

She is going to 1ceep a close

t.vatch over Adela to see that Adela does not bring shame
upon the house..

Later in the conversation Adela expresses

~-

r· ,

::_) .1.

ho~
__.1.S

much she loves Pepe.

wben she looks into his eyes, it

like drinking his blood slowly (p. 154) ..
'l'he body image cluster puts into concrete terms

some of the basic thematic concerns of the drama.

It

strengthens by making concrete the honor theme, conveys
the extreme .impor·tance put on the body because of repression
of normal instincts, and shows forth conditions of the soul.

outside imagery symbolizes the chasm that exists between
the

nea~by

village and the distant world, the village

outside and Bernarda's hou.se within.

Lorca creates these

distinctions to depict how wide the rift is between each
of them, criticizing the provirt6ial nature of the village
as well as the hermetically-sealed house.

The inhabitants

of the dry, barren village suffer, only to a lesser extent,
than do the occupants of Bernarda's white, sterile prison,
but all endure the stifling atmosphere of repression,
deprivation, and hatred.

The inside-outside metaphor on

a secondary level detaches the outward demeanor of the
characters from their inner selves--their inner torment
and despair, spiritual and moral disintegration$
Words in this pattern include near (cerca de), to
near (acercar}, vicinity (contornos), here (aqu!), far
(lejos, ajenos}, strangers or

outsid~rs

(forasteros),
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I ~, , .(\

\ <:1.1. .1. .J.. I I

to get away or remove at a distance

retirar), to go away (irse, marcharse), outside {por fueraY,

I

there outside {ah! fuera), interior (interior).
Those who enjoy a free and uninhibited sex life, who
openly gratify their sexual urges through direc·t action
without fear of recrimination are outsiders or strangers in
the village.

In the episode of Paca la Roset<l, Poncia

points out that Paca is not originally from their village,
that she is from far away 1 and the men
the olive grove are sons of outsiders.
are not capable of doing such a thing

~vho

take her to

Hen from the village
(p~

128) ..

The reapers

are also from :Ear av1ay, from the mountains, and the prostitute vvi·th

~·Jhom

·they contract to go to the olive grove had

just arrived in the village the nigh·t before (p. 157).
~1aria

Josefa voices

c:t

similar thought

t;rhEm

she tells ·

Bernarda she \vants to marry a virile young man from the
seashore (p. 142).
Bernarda carefully separates the men from the women
at the wake--the '·wmen inside 'che house and ·the me·n outside

.in the patio (p. 119).

No men ever set foot inside the

house during the course of the action.

A group of men

linger outside at the '-.rake conversing \vhen Angustias overhears them recounting the details of the story of Paca la
Ro.seta (p. 126).

I

Pepe el Romano never appears on stage;

be comes to the window, walks around the house, or meets
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Adela in the barn.

The

stallion~

too, is separated from

the house interior by the thick walls.

L

Bernarda's solution to the problem that Pepe poses
for her and l1er d'J.ughterr; is to advance Angust.ia.s' wedd:i.n9
day in order to get him ar,;;ay from the house (p. 1.68).
Poncia endeavo.r.s to get Bernarda to see the mountinq
conflict that is raging under her roof; she admonishes
Bernarda:
..

/

No pasa na d a por fuera. Eso es ver d a d • Tus h 1Jas estan
y viven como metidas en alacenas. Perc ni tG ni nadie
puede vigilar por el interior de los pechos.
(Nothing is happening outside. That is true. Your
daughters uct and li·,'e as though stuck in cupboards.
But neither you nor no one can keep watch on the
inside of their breasts.) {p. 190).
She calls Bernarda 2 s attention to the difference between
observation of overt behavior and comprehension of inner
thoughts and feelings.

Bernarda, however, is not concerned

about feelings, only outt·Tard appearances.

She makes ·this

emphatically clear to Angustias \vhen Angustias betrays her
own anxiety because Martirio does not like her:
Cada uno sabe lo que piensa por dentro. Yo no me meto
en los corazones, pero quiero buena fachada y armon{a
familiar.
Lo entiendes?

J

{Each one knows 'vhat he thinks inside. I do not put
myself in your hearts, but I \vant a good front and
family harmony. Do you understand?) (p. 185).
The real action happens offstage, outside Bernarda's
house--the reapers, the stories of Paca and the daughter of
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la Librada--all concerned with sexual

pass..~.~ox•
~
#

'

consunln·~t
l<A. ~ ..~u~
-·
.

g

which. implicitly specifies once more that fulfillment of
natural desires will be denied to the daughters of Bernarda

while tn1der her roof.

of the names of household items and clothing, Lorca stresses
,.,hat Bernarda considers to be most important--material
possessions, indicating again her obsession '·1i th status
and reputa-tion, believing tha-t inanimate objects of value
insure her social position.

When she tells Prudencia apout

the furniture she has purchased for Angustias, she especially
mentions its cost {p. 183).
also

spotligh·t:[~

h.E.~r

Her interest in personal property

concern for ouh1ard appearances ,.;hile

·dismissing any-thing of deeper significance, such as natural
instincts, spiritual and moral principles.
Bernarda 1 s iron rule over her household, consulting
no one, issuing terse commands, forcefully brings into
sharp relief the startling fact that Bernarda looks upon her
servants and daughters not a.s human beings but as chattels,
merely addi-tional possessions of hers to do with

what(~ver

she arbitrarily decides.
Pounding her cane, symbol of her authority, on the
floor, Bernarda advises Angustias and the other girls:
No os h~<,:J<fis ilusiones de que vais a poder conmigo.
Hasta que .s21.lga de esta casa con los pies adelu.nte

.,

.....

.

.

...
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.

manaare en lo m1o y en lo vuestro!
(Don't have any illusions that you are going to sway
l.Tnti1 I leave this house fet~t first I 1vi.ll give
the orders for myself and for you!) (p. 142).

me.

Angustias' large inheritance

~oes

not give her a voice in

tho decision-·Tnaking; Bernarda will take full charge of that

heJ:self alone.
I

Following the episode of Pepe's missing picture,
angry recriminations fly from one daughter to another.
Bernarda tak(-::s control of the situation by loudly ordering
silence and proclaiming- that she is not old yet and has
five chains for eacll of them and the house built by her
father (p. 167).
By means of this detailed discussion of the imagery

of La

~

de Bernarda Alba, the care \vi th which Lorca

chose his words becomes evident; he created an interlocking
pattern of symbolic images to transmit his thematic
statements.
VI •

CHARACTERS

'fhe major characters in _!;.a

~

dE;. Bernarda Alba,

al thoug~. individualized by name, follm·l a long succession
of multi--dimensional Lorquian dra.matic personnel tvho through
their distinctive qualities and specific actions expand from
singular people into nat:i.onal as uell as universal types
since they· remain, above all, Spaniards.

.;

Francisco GarcJ.a
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r,orca

i~'l

t:.he PrQlogue to the authorized translation of his

brother's tragedies, referring to allthree, states that
the major charac'cers are mox·e in the nature of symbols than
28
. d.~ VJ.·'
• d ua..1 'oe~ngs.
.
·._'-11e 1.n

--

Lorca himself nnderscores the

-

-·-

___

symbolic nature of I..a. -·--·
c2.::>a de Bernarda. ,1\J.ba by adding a

subti t:.le, "Drama de mujeres en los pueb}.os de Espana 11
(Drama of Women in the Villages of Spain) (p. 111).
Carrier refers to this qua.li ty \vhen he asserts that woman
.

~n

. - essence 1s
. tne
'.. c h arac·t ero 29
11er .s pan1sn

The ini:roduction

to an article written by Marta Elena Samatan eloquently
explains ·why 'che \vomen in Lorca' s plays lend themselves
so 1.vell to tragedy:
Nadie como Garcia Lorca ha heche sentir mas hondamente la sujecion .impuesta a la mujer por tme>. serie
de prejuicios ancestrales. Nadie, como ei, ha mostrado
con mas crudeza que la vida de rnuchas mujeres suele ser
una silenciosa ·trag3f}ia de anhelos sofocados y de
esperanzas muertas.
(No one like':! Garcia Lorca has felt more deeply the
control imposed on the woman by a series of ancestral
prejudices. No one, like him, has shown \vith more
crudity that the life of many women is apt -t:o be a
silent tragedy of suffocat.ed desires and dead hopes 0)

2.8:r.:>.
. . • ~
GarcJ.a.
..-:. Lorca, II p ro_ogue,
. 1
II
T"t1ree
_. .
.~.ranc~sco
..
'l'ragedies g_;f Fed~~~ Garci.3. LO~-:§, trans. James GrahamLujan and Ri.chard I,. O'Connell (1.-Tevl York: Ne\.v Dfrections

Puolishin\:J Ct.:>rpora tion, 1955), p. 13.
29

ca-Jcrier, £E_ .. cit,., 300.

30

!!-t:ar.ta Elena Samatan,

El tema de la mujer en
Garc{a Lorca.,·" Universidad, LX (Abril-\Tunio, 1964), 55.
11

!-
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Allan

Lewis~
"tllE'~

dm·m on

too, remarks that the rotting past weighs
living 1 and. i:he women are left alone among the

dea•:l, or go mad l.·Jith frustrat:ion, "dried up forever;" out

of the tragody of -vmmen is irnplici t the story of Spain
herself.

31

The observations made by these North American and
Latin American scholars in regard to Lorca•s intent in
molding his characters in to symbols lvill be· borne out in
the discussion of them that follows.
Bernarda.

Lorca selects names for his characters

that blend into en: enlarge his conception of them as
symbols..

The name may help explain the character by

reflecting her personality traits or add another dimension
to the character's importance to the

play~

The name

Bernarda is t.he feminine equivalent for Bernard 1 a name of
Germanic origin meaning bold as a bear; the last part of

the name, "hard," means ei·ther bold or hard .. 32

Lorca's.

choice of name for his female protagonist ap·t.ly reflects
her outstanding character

traits~-her

bold, ruthless defense

of her reputation, her hardness and intransigence in the
denial of the existence o£ emotions in others, and her

31 11
.
,_ Po lkl
A
an I.• e~tns,
"T.l!e
~ ore

?;_!le

fonl:~.2.~_:::_~ rrl:_~~~.fl

Time (Heh' York:

1

.
,.
Tneatre--Garc~a

I.orca,"

T ·;~. Si\£l~ficant Pla.yvlright.~

Cro1vn Publishers,

_?_! Our

Inc .. , 1962}, p. 249~

I
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animalis·tic neg;:ttlon of the humanity of those socially
infer.ior to her.
The character of Bernarda as symbbl operates on
three levels--the most obvious, of course
.
,

j,,s

that of the

surface level as the tyrannical mother and protagonist
in the play named aft8r her; the second, as a composite
character, representing all women of the villages of Spain;
and on the most profound level, as a reflection of Spain
herself.
Bernarda 1 s concern with honor is not an isolated
instance used by Lorca merely as

a'~atalyst

to further the

action, but is, in f2ct, a very basic fact in the life of
the ordinary Spanish I!Joman, especially if she lives in
rural Spain.
on the

The burder of family honor falls most heavily

~-rom<2n,

for she must stric·tly abide by ·the code >vhile

the man is not so tight:ly bound by it.

33

Carrier sees in Bernarda the image of Spain herself,
cloistering herself into sterility and frustration for the
sa}.:e o£ practical honor and religious mysticism.

34

Lorca

and his intellectu.al friends at the Insti tucim1 I.ibre de
;

Ensena::zuza in Hadrid saw Spain as isolated and outside the
mainstream of THentiet:h-century life.

They believed that

p. 9 for complete quotation of this passagee
34.

.

carr~er,

2.1?.·

s:.l:S.~, ·304.
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the intellectual and political turmoil of the times required
new

o_utloo~G':>,

--·

bett·.c.t· rg:tropeanization of .::>pain, and better

opportunities
Proof that Lorca did have these three levels of

provided by the dram2,tisoc himself through the subtitle,
11

Drama de las mujeres en los pueblos de Espana 1

11

(Drama of

Women in the Villages of Spain), and an explanatory footnote,
11

El poeta advierte que estos tres ac·tos ·tienen la inte:r.cion
/

.

de un documental fotografico .. "

(The poet '\"larns tha·t these

three acts are intended as a photographic document.) (p. 110).
As a mul ti-levE:~led symbol Bernarda comes ·to represent

all that is evil in the social customs of Spain.
r~orca

Through her,

demons·trai:es that the Spanish concept of honor by

distortion 0\ er the centuries has lost its validity.

People

7

canno·t live produci.:ive, \'mrthwhile lives while they are
chained to rules that deny life, vitality, and nature.
Life which is .basically fruitful becomes barren and sterile
when i t is brought into conflict
which

::::.~::lc.iety

~·lith

the code of honor

has arbitrarily imposed upon itself..

Any

code that places public honor above personal integrity or,
for tha ..c m.a.tt.er, .separates them at all, has distorted the
fundamental principle of honor, for public honor is only

----------------35 .

JJUiti:l I

9E· g_i t. , PP. 8-9.
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I:te::::·i tori:>us when it is accompanied by personal integrity. 36
Lorca depicts this dichotomy in Bernarda.

She desires

public honor and respect above all else but fails to
achieve it; her tragic flaw is her lack of
rity and blindness i.n not realizinq it.

person~l

integ-

Her relationship

with her neighbors denies them their right to respect; they,
in turn, deny Bernarda

hers~

The atmosphere, therefore,

of the whole village is affected by the hatred and suspicion
that exists among everyone; no one escapes unscathed frorr1
the poisoned and stifling

air~

Virginia Higginbotham, explorin<] the problem of
whether Bernarda is a

Jcr~SJ~C::

or a

c9~~:c

character 1 writes:

Bernarda suffers defeat but never gains a sense of
her m•m error. The result is a dif:::torted figure tvhose
excessive pride and desire for respect are not merely
tragic flaws but constitute her entire personality.
Her obsession appeals to no higher la\v outside herself.
Incapable of self...-realization or·enl:i.ghtenment, she
is, therefore, not simply a \voman obsessed bu~ a con·7
sistenly .§l..Y.!1 qharact·er who does not develop.
Virginia. Higginbotham's observations bear a close resemblance
to I.,orca' s intent in depicting Bernarda as a national symbol.
He draws the character of Bernard?. as an instrument by which
he can direct·his social criticism at the evils he finds in

36

Pring-Hill,

212·

cit., p. xxi.

37
virginia Higginbotham, "Bernarda Alba: A Comic
Character'? 11 Dr~ Survey, Vol. VI, No. 3 (Spring, 1968), 259.
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[~oeic~ty;

Spanish

Bernarda 1 thereby 1 becomes the symbol for

all t.ha t is repressive r sterile, and hypocritical <?.nd must
needs be ccrrected in that society.

Through Bernarda,

Lorca strikes at the very heart of Spain--her family
structure, centuries-old customs, allegiance to antiquated
codes of conduct, and narrowness of intellectual. horizons.
Poncia.

Poncia, the main servant in Bernarda=s

house and the same age as her mistress, continues the
traditional role of servants in drama, who, being of a
lov.rer class, are no·t bound by the code of conduc·t whic"t"t
restrains their masters and mistresses.

For this reason,

they possess an earthiness, a frankness, and an intuitive
insight

int~o

the problems thai: confront those around them.

Barcia states Poncia is the feminine form of the first name
of Pilate and has in common vli th him the tendency to ·Nash
her hands of all important decisions and to be governess or
.
.
-her case, on.y
l
.
d omest1c
.
m1stress,
a 1 t'·noug,h 1n
1n
matters. 38

Poncia, relying on her thirty years service witb
Bernarda, speaks openly to her about the conflict raging
among her daughters.

Bernarda

:r_~buffs

Poncia, refers to

l1er base origins, reminds her of her dependence on Bernarda
for a livelihood, effectively breaking off the close com~---

38

Barcia, £12.·

s;~_!=_.,

388.
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p;;.n-~ionship

"!:.hey ..once

enjoyed~

Intimidated by a11 this,

Poncia ceases her efforts to warn Bernarda
worsening situation in her household.

~bout

the

In other words, like

the other Pont.ius, she 't·lashes her hands of the affair 'vhich

is none of her business 1 according to

B~rnarda.

Through Poncia, Lo.rca has the opportunity also to
focus on class structure or the hierarchical social order,
a basic precept of the code of honor.

Bernarda issues

commands i:o Poncia; Poncia, mistress :tn charge of housekeeping, passes them on to 'd!e servant.
Poncia•s tirade on her ill treatment by Bernarda
over the years at the same time she is greedily eating food
during Bernarda's absence at the funeral reflects the lack
of respect on both sides.

Bernarda's penuriousness and

Poncia•s vindictiveness indicate that no real friendship
·ever really existed betv-1een t:hem.

It also suggests that

basically Poncia is a great deal like the mistress she so
despises.

She addresses the servant in a commanding tone,

she displays no remorse at the death of Bernarda's husband;

she angrily condemns the village women for dirtying the
floors, and she :t:7orries about the reputation of Bernarda' s
house because it affects her otvn reputation.

She makes an

effective :foil for Bernarda.
Poncia typi:fie.s the o1.d family retainer \vho spends
her entire life in the service of 6ne family.

Residing under
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the same roof in such close proxi.mi-t:y over the span of many

years causes her to adopt many of the same opini.'ons and
values as her master or mistresso

Her reputation and

standing in the village, too, depends on that of the family
for l'l'hmn .she \vorks.

Hi th advancing age, her dependency on.

the family for a livelihood grows and so does a more rigid
acceptarice of their 'vay of life.
Criad~

(servant).

The servant is at the bottom of

the social ladder in Bcrnarda's house.

Her lack of a

proper name in contras·t to the other d1aracters calls
attention to her lack of identity and relative insignificance
in the household.

She takes orders from Bernarda and Ponc:La.

Although she joins with Poncia in lashing out at Bernarda's
poor treatment of them, it is ironic that she does not hesitat.e to employ the same commanding tone vlhen she orders the
beggarwoman out of the house (p. 116).
It is the servant v1ho breaks the heavy silence \vi th
an outburst of emotion which reveals that she, besides
Magdalena, is the only one \<Tho really mourns the deatb. of
Bernarda's husband.
reciprocated.

She had loved him and her love was

Her loud display of sorrm·J occurs just as

the mourners are filing into the house, eliciting from
Bernarda her first word in the play, a demand for silence
(p. 117).

Like Poncia, the servant is not restricted by
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t:he code and may express her feelings openly

e~ccepi:,

of

course, in Bernarda 1 s presence Hhen the code is in full force.
The servant's duties include housecleanii:g and taking
care of J:.iari"a Joscfa.

•rhe relat:ive.ly fe~v J.:i.nc:s r:;he speaks

generally come as interruptions in the dialogue 1n progress

and call attention to something important, such as the
arrival of don Arturo, tlKl mc:m \·Jho settles the estate of
Bernarda's late husband (p. 130).

In addition, she provides

information and comments on the action.
The servant neveT converses with Bernarda but merely

receives her orders or noti£ios her when a task has been
completed~

Most often orders aie handed down from Bernarda

to Poncia tmd ·tr1en from Poncia to tht:::l servant.

In contrast to Poncia who is so closely associated
'\'lith her mistress, ·the serv.:mt represents another kind of

life existing under Bernarda's roof that has feelings and
problems of her m-1n to solve ..
_._.
Angus~.-J.as.

Angustias, the eldest daughter and

Bernarda.' s child 'Dy her firs-t hu..sb<:md, is thirty-nine years

uqly
Old I .r'larlr-com,....,le"J>.k . , ~
~
c .i:-'·
..-.. •O"'ed
'·'
t
_
I

!='
- .J..· c'_;:·J.v,
• ~

;1.-.nd
- •

+-alks
thr. ough he•*
v
-k

nose; balanced against this array of defect.s, her

in~1eri·tance

from her father and her stepfather ma1\.E::s her the richest

and, by B<ernarda•s standards, the only daughter Hith
sufficie;n.t doHry to marry a sui table man.

:Lorca' s

i:r~:my

6 .)r:

here :i.s unm:ist:ak.ahle; Bernard.;;' s arbitrary application of
the code has distorted life to the point that the least
physically able dau.ghter

bE~comes

·the only raarriageable one,

completely perverting the: primary law of survival in
nature that the best physical specimens should propagate
the species.

Angustias• chances of a fruitful marriage are

small as Pocncia tells Adela; she t'7:Lll never live through
her first childbirth because she is too old and narrov-1 in
the wai*t(p. 153).
The name Angusi.:ias means anguish or great mental or
39 l. -~
*
h
.
1
.
1 pa2n,
p h ys1ca
w11ca refers to l1er outstan d'1ng p.ys1ca

charactcrisftics.
drt:1ws attenit.ion ·to

Virginia HigginbotJ·1am remar1cs, "I.. orca
~che

physical repuc.:rnance o.f his characters,

suggesting that their frustratiofis have deformed their
bodies as \-tell as their minds. 1140
Lorca injects more irony into the situation by
making Angustias ungrateful for her stepfather's munificence.
His generosity cannot overcome her bitterness at seeing
the years slip by her$ bringing her only pain and frustration.

When her chance for marriage finally comes, she is

not una>;·,rare of i·ts in.congrui ty, 1mo·wing very tvell that she
has bought lherself a husband.

39

~~£~U!E:_g_£,

web~E>·!ber'
s
--~·.££.''"

4·0 .

The years of frustration and(,

Nm-'7 ~.:Torld Dictionarv
--·---- -------:cit., p .. SB.

. -

l:hg~t·lL=nnothamw.

of the American

£12· cit_., pp. 259-260.
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mental torture transfer to her body, and she becomes
diseased and sickly.
Angustias symbolizes the negative results achieved
by the code of honor; she is restrained from marriage until

she is so old, she no longer can look forward to a productive
married life, and it mates her ·to a young man

~'1ho

does not

love her but only want8 the money and property she brings
as a dq!l!Y.

She becomes merely a pawn betvmen her mother

and Pepe's family.

Bernarda's at:tempt to

d~f;y

nature in

arranging such an unsuitable mai:ch goes (QJJ';t'.y>, and Anc;;rustias
is destined to go on living her remaining years alone with
her do<iry.

Amelia.

The name Amelia, according to Lima, is

derived from an Arabic word meaning a district governed by
.

a chieftaJ..n.

41

·

,..

.

.

.

Bare :La casts some doubt on thJ.s orJ.g-J..n 1

but includes it in a footnote to his article.

42

The

definition, if correct, is appropriate, for of the
daughters Amelia is the one most dominated'by Bernarda,
actually to the

poi~t

of being terrified of

her~

The two

sisters who best adapt themselves to a bleak future without
husbands are Amelia and Magdalena.

Barea suggests that

-----·---41L.1.ma,
42 .

...

.
£2· cJ..t.,
p.

271-·

Bar c: J. a , £E.. cit , , 3 8 8 , n • 13 ..

..•,
6 I

Amelia is spared suffering by her almost infantile,
11~

brainless vacuity .... .:l

Barea' s judgment seems sometvhat

harsh but true; Amelia does exhibit a childishness and
.
/ out o··
£ p 1 ace 1n
.
na1vete
a twenty-seven-year-old woman.

Her mother's total domination of her may be cited as a
contributory cause to her arrested mental development.
She assumes a defense against the world similar to that of
her

mother~-she

closes her eyes and her mind in hopes that

the unpleasantness will go away--but from a very different
perspective; Bernarda does it consciously, Amelia, unconsciously,

a~-a

child might.

Amelia does not grasp Martirio•s intent in slyly
insinuating that Adela has been in the corral late at night
on several occasions but takes literally her own suggestion
that it mus·t have been a young unbroken mule (p. 161).
She expresses a juvenile fear of falling stars and lightning flashes and reac·ts 1:o them· as a child \·muld by c:losing
her eyes so that she cannot see them (p. 188).
Amelia. rationalizes that since fv.te has decreed a
barren life for her, children must be a rnuisarice
to their
parents, and, therefore,

hc~r

in-ability to have them is

really a blessing in disguise.

She vehemently rejects

Poncia' s sugqestion ·that the!y ·=,vill all help Angustias
v.lith hers by asserting she is not going to help take care

,.... J·

J.

...:.~-~·I

p. • 54.

6(1

of another 1 s children.

She continues her negative vidw-

point by observing that their neighbors on the alley have
to make many sacrifices for four brats {p. 156}.

,_

Amelia symbolizes the village \voman dominated by
some authoritarian figure and horizons limited to the
narro>" c: onfines of home and church.

These have so stunted

her emotional and intellectual grm'lth that she retreats from
the harsh realities of life by assuming a child's eye view
of thc \vor ld.

1'-lC!.Slc"gllEma.

:tvragdalena, thirty years old, face of a

hyena, according to Har{a Josefa (p. 195), shares the name
and personality of the woman mentioned in the Bible and
identified •.vit:h her

~7eeping

an'd abnegation in love o

44

Magdalena offers a vivid contrast to her sisters because,
basically, she is a positive character, not a negative one ..

She is capable of loving or caring for someone besides
herself.

She alone truly loved and mourned the death

of her father; she faints at the funeral (p. 111), and
weeps at the wake until ordered to stop by her mother (p. 122).

Hagdalena expresses concern for Adela, Jmm·ling the mourning
period will fall

heavies~

on her.

She worries about Adela's

health (p. 149) and voices n desire to see her happy {p. 134).

44

,..

Barc1a 1 loc. cit.
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~1agdalena_

rememben.:; the happy times they enjoyed a.s

children .when life was not so complicated, possessed an
elegance and a gaiety that no longer exists.

Neighbors

did not gossip about each other in contrast to the present
in which they rot for vJhat peoplewill sr:.y
She

~s

(po

133)~

creative and talented in sewing and embroidery;

Bernarda assigns her the task of embroidering the hope chest
linens for everyone.

She also made Adela's beautiful green

birthday dress.
Magdalena sees clearly and objectively the ironies
inhere=m:t in their situation..

She criticizes the proposed

marriage bei:vreen Pepe 2nd .n..ngust.ias on the ground that he
is oni.y after her money.

If he had come because he admired

Angustias as a woman, Magdalena would have been pleased about
the match..
and

m<::lk<"~S

Realistically she recounts Angustias' defects
the statement that Angus)cias least meri·ts Pepe of

them all, and that he should have chosen Amelia or Adela
for h.is fiancee (pp. 135-136).

She senses the unfairness

of a marriage being decided upon for material gain and the
t.;roma:n becoming merely a pat'm in the negotiations.
sean las mujeres.n

11

(Cursed be all women.) (p. 124) ..

.t-ialdi"cas
La.ter

she mentions that not even their eyes belon9 to them (p. 158) ..

Because Magdalena cares deeply, she reacts drastically
when

s;lfH~

sees everythin.-;r she values beiri.g perverted--the

imposition of

tht~

public mourning period in place of a real

70

sense of sorrow ever the death of their father, her wasted
hours embroidering linens that will never be used, the

marriage arranged on the basis of money instead of love or
comp<>~t.abil.:L ty--she

becomes cynical <md resigned_

Barea

cynicism ar.:d a clear-.s:i.ghU~d. r•;;signaU.on to her fate. 45
At one point

.shE~

appears with her shoG.laccs untied.

tells her she will step on them and fall.
ufuna

Amelia

Magdalena retorts,

menos!" (OD.e iessi) {p. 1.33).
Hagd<';.lena symbolizes the Homan \vho, accepting her

fate quietly but cynically, loses interast in life, stops
keeping up appearances, and slowly deteriorates or rots

away in her isolation, a mere skeleton of her former self.

In Magdalena's case, it is a waste bf one of the more
admirable characters in the drama.
l•iartirio ..

Martirio at twenty-four years of age is

the second youngest daughter, \vhose name pictures vihat she
has become, a martyri for she is the homeliest and the only
deformed offspring of Bernarda.
unlike the others, possesses an
suppressed desire.

46 ..

Ll.ma 1

loc. cit.

1

,

.

... oc~

Martirio, like 1\dela and

arde~t

body racked by

Only once ~ad a man ~van ted to court her 1

-------45B
• area

46

cit~ •

'•

{l

but B-.:;.r.nardA drove him off because his father h2'd once been
a common laborer.

Her passion is kindled by the sight of

Pcpe el Romano on his daily visits to the windows of her
sisters, and the thought of him is driving her crazy.

She

could stand a conventional marriage between Pepe and Angustias
because there would be no love or joy in it, but she could
not bear the thought of Adela having what has been denied her.
Since Hartirio cannot hope to

tak~.:~

47

Pepe a\vay from

Angustias or Adela, she steals Angustias• picture of him and
place:;; it. be·tween the sheets of her bed,

sub~~ti tuting

a copy

of Pepe for the man himself (p. 165).
Hiding her hatred and longing under a mask of meekness
and martyrdom, Martirio sets out to discredit Adela and put

an end to her affair with Pepe.

She follows Adela every-

1JI.rhere, spying on her nigh·t and day and making veiled
insinuating remarks about Adela's nobturnal activities
that hit

t.h(~

mark 1,vith Adela and Poncia but go unnoticed by

,.

the others.

Jl

1·1artirio' s m·m tlnvarted lovo affair t·lhich she blames
on her lack of dowry since she does not know her mother
interceded has had a profound effect on her.

Her hopeless

longing for Pepe envenoms her mind against her sisters
because they have him.

47

Barea, _()J?.. ci ;.
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# _ _ .:.,•

Her distorted mind

I

pp. 53-!.}4.

is~symbolically
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represented by her

hunchback-~deformed body.

Pone :La recog-

nizes Martiriots true nature; she tells the servant that
Martirio is a well o£ poison (p. 193).

Martirio seems to

sense her mental affliction and explains to l'.dela tha·t
she no longer has any control over it, "Tengo el coraz6i1

lleno de una fuerza tan mala, que sin quererlo yo, a m~
misma rue ahoga $"

(My

heart. is full of a force so evil

that vJithou-t my wanting it, it is drowning meo) (p. 200)

~

It is Martirio who triggers the succession of events
that occur that last fateful night Hhich culminate in Adela's
tragic death.

Martirio follows Adela, confronts her with

the evidence of the straw on her petticoats that proves she
has been h'i th Pepe, and calls Bernarda.

She accompanies

Bernarda, armed with a gun, out of the house to the corral,
and then, upon returning, deliberately lies by saying that
·Bernarda has killed Pepe.

Adela, without waiting to hear

any more, runs from the room and hangs herself in her bedroom.
F'ollm'ling the di.c.;covery of 1\dela' s body and Bernarda' s
dramatic reassertion of her daughter's virginity, Martirio
voices t"he hidden sentiments of all the sisters, "Dichosa
ella mil ·veces que lo pudo tener."
fortunat.e she

~vho

(A thousand t.imes

had l1im.) (p. 204).

1•1artirio, more than the other daughters, stands for
the woman in ,.;rhom frust:.r:·ation and repressed natural desire
so twists her mind and poisons her personality that she
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develops a

h~tred

.Z:l.dela ..

for everyone and everything uround her •

Adela, at twenty, is the youngest and best

lo.oking daughter of Bernarda: her name of Germanic origin
).s

the diminutive of

nature. 48

Ade~aide,

-~~nd

signifies being of noble

.
d oes not
Adelai in contrast to her s1sters,

passively acquiesce to her mother's decree for maintaining
,.i

the prescribed rituals connected with proper public mourning,
nor does she resign herself to a nun's existence of livinq
Je,.~,.pj&

out her years 0ithout a man to love.

-

re-f,.i.

She first defies her

mother by putting on her bright green dress \vhicl}.

~vas

to

have been her birthday dress and goes outside lp. 134).
When Adela learns her ugly, aged stepsister is
h~~crothed

to Pepe, she vows to break out of Bernard::t' s
!"'arc (,,1-,~

white-walled prison before she vvithers aHay as her sir3ters
have~

her.

Adela passionately loves ?epe and knows he has desired
She is determined to fight for her right to his love.
\-h-M

She lures him to her Hindo\'1 the second night he comes to

see Angu.stias; w.f:ter that he pays duty calls on Angustias

and then tarries until the early morning hours at

a~other

,,(l'"·JI'O\"A)~€ \
-;t~dl<>t-tt:-:f

window with Adela 1 and their encounters are

passio~ate.

Adela's success in obtaining Pepe's love creates
amdety H1·:en

s~w

Hitnesses her mother calling for the death
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of a young village woman Who had borne a child out of wadlOck and subsequently killed it.

Adela interpr6ts this as

being her fate if her mother finds out about her clandestine
affair with Pepe.

She does not realize that Bernarda

subscribes to a double standard--one for the outside world

and one for her family.

She would never allow any hint of

scandal to touch her house.

Adela's failure to understand

her mother's duality contribui.:es to her ·traqic death at
the end of the drama.

49

The action focuses on Adela in the last act when,
faced with the signs of her dishonor, the straw on her
petticoat::J, she boldly counters by breaking her mother's
cane and announcing that from nmv or:. only Pepe is her
master (p. 201)

o

Bernarda• s attempt to eliminate:.this

rival to her authority by shooting him fails, but Bernarda
and Har-tirio cruelly imply that Bernarda \·Jas successful and
thai:: Pepe is dead..

Adela's TtJorld cru.mbles around her; her

sense of guilt over her relationship \vi th Pepe combined
with desperation at facing the future without him, culminates in the taking of her own life, her final act of rebellion
against Bernarda's authority.

She achieves her freedom the

only way possible, through death.

49

Lima, 9.E· cit., pp. 280-281 ..
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Adela demonstrates how an essentially noble nature
C<).n

be driven to t.ragedy and death by breaking tha code of

honor a1d desiring what that code expressly forbids the
woman--sexual fulfillment.

She embodies the split between

erotic and maternal love since she is willing to lead a life
of dishonor as Pepe's mistress in order to obtain his love.
The daughters as a group symbolize the consequences
of strict adherence to a code that has lost its basic reason
for existence, the desire of society for betterment, being
twis·ted by taboos and pharasaical dominance into an instrument:
50
.
o f oppress1.on,

1- •

t'lJJJ.c

h perverts nature ana~

,

ma;~es

instead of productive, even resulting in death.

.
1.t

.,

ster1...~..e

Bernarda's

·refusal to allow her daughters to marry beneath them condemns
them to a saintly existence that is the opposite of life,
.
.
51
anc\'I t h1eJ.. .r natura.] d esJ.res
come to exp ].os1.on.

!@r:La .0.:.:'?..~.~-t.~~·

Har~a Josefa, the eighty-year-old

mother of Bernarda., \vho is mad and kept locked in her room,
escapes hlicc--once, to dramatically appear on
the end of Act I and

once~

stag~~

at

to interrupt Martirio's search

for Adela near the end of Act III.

Her madness places her

outside the bounds of Bernarda's soulless code but incar-

p. 291.
51,..

.

·~arr1or 1

303.
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cerates

he~

inside a room within the larger prison of

Bex·narda' s honse ..

If one should feel any

symput~lY

for

Bernarda and her prchlcms, it must necesse1:rily be .removed
by her cruel and inhuman treatment of her mother.

Nar{a Jose:Ea 's role in ·the druma follo'.:JS a long
Spanish 1i t:erary tradition as expl2ined by Barcia:

No hc.y per.sonaje rna's libre de ataduras mentales y
moralcs que E:l loco. En las letras espc.no.las, acaso
-· . .... or1cnta
.
1 , 1 os ].ocos so~ 1 os portavoces
por traa1c1on
per an-t:oncm\.a;:;i<> de 2-quellas gr<mdes verd<.1.des que la
in·tuicibtJ.
ent~reve.')con
:!:requenc.ia,
y la razon normal~L
..
mente aesconoce.
(There is no person freer from mental and moral bonds
madmn~.
In SpRnish literature, perhaps from
orie~t~l trndition 1 madman are the spokesmen by anto~o
masia of those gr<::\at. trut·~-,s intuition glimpses frequently
and reason normally disregards.)

than the

In La .£.§~ de Ber_:ne:~rda ~lba, Har(a ~rosefa in i.:er :incoherent
rambling dialogu.e articula·':.:es ·the secret longings for freedom

and marriage felt by the daughters.
At the end of the first act Nar.:l:"l. Josefa appears
adorned with flowers in her hair and at her breast.

She

informs them she is no·t going t:o leave any of her belongings
to Jchem--l·,er rings or :1er black moire' dress--becau.se since

they never will

m~rry,

they will not need them.

Then she

tells Dern21.rda she escaped from her room because she 'li'Tants
to marry a handsome virile young man from the seasho:ce since
l\'here they li~Je the men run from the women (p • .1.42).

9I~·

s:i!;.• , PP· 394-395.

Her.

most significant dialogue follows Bernarda's ordering her

to be quiet:
No quiero ver a estas mu.jeres solteras rabia:1do por J.a
boda, haci€ndose polvo el coraz~-1, y yo me qui·3:CO ir a
mi pueblo.
B~::::rnarda, VO quiero un varon parD casarme

y para tener alegr(a

(p.

i42).

(I do not 0ant to see these single women desperately
longing for marriage, turning their hearts to dust, and
want to go away to my village. Bernarda, I want to
marry a virile young man and be happy,)
I

r
In her madness, as Barc1a suggests, she does see more clearly

and intuitively than Bernarda what is eating away at the
spirit of the daughters.

Bernarda ignores her mother·and

orders her locl;:ed up again ..
Lorca' s deft: ma.ni.pulati.on of Narfa ,Josef a • s dialogue
makes her serve a throe-fold purpose:
the

hidd~n

(1) as spokesman for

souls of th& aaughters, she voices their desire

for marriage and shows that the hopelessness of their
situation is killing their spirit and turning their hearts
,--

to dust;

(2) she suggests they will have to leave the village

to find satisfactory husbands, linking the sea with sexuality
and the life force for the first time;

(3) she forges a solid

bond between the images of sterility and the village.

The

village men are pictured as being cowardly and unmanly,
whereas the men from the seashore are described as virile
and handsome.

Though deranged in mind, Ha:rfa Josefa evokes

a vitality and a desire to escape the deathly atmosphere of
Bernarda's house absent in all except Adela; her revelation

78
that she

~s

not_a native of their village sets her npart

from its s·ter ile imaq(').

•rhi.s fact coincideD

~vi th

Ponc.ia' s

suggestion to Bernarda that she ought to go to anothor
village to find husband::; for her duughters (p. 129).
Evidently~

Bernarda's mother's or father's family had

done so.
:~\-!aria ,Josefa' ,s longest dia.logue occurs in Act III

\<lhen she sings a lu1l;;!.by ·to a li ttlc lamb she rcarries in
her arms. pretending it is her child; but she is not so
deluded that she does not know the difference; i t is merely

a substitute

(p~

195).

In her song she includes three

fertility .symboLs;...-·thc sea, ·the palms, and ·the coral hu·t;
~hus,

the lullaby becomes secondarily a hymn to fertility.

The door to the little coral hut will open by itself; there
will be no locked doors on the hut; it will open to the
sea and to the air.

After Martirio locks her in again,

she repeats the first verse, crying pathetically, knowing
she will never escape except in death as Adela does a
short while later.

Li:o·a suggests that 1-iar{a Josefa is symbolic cf the

~decay

to which the daughters will fall if Bernarda is

allowed t.o continue her oppression • • • • She is an impres" d 1sagrees
·
· '" ~1ma
r ·
Barc1a
w1t11

cit., p. 274.
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that she :i.s a symbol of the future, .seeing her simply as
the spo1t:esman :for the dau9hters.

54

Besides her role a.s a
.;_

spokesm;,m, N.ar:la Josef a really seems to symb0lize the past. _:;,:::-;:-when people enjoyed the simple pleasures of life, before
their lives had become so disto~ted by a narrow interpretation

of th<-:-: code QL._bgnore

---------

-~- ...... ~·--~---~~·· "'''

She recalls tv-hat life in the village

i.va.s like :for Nar·tirio:
Cuando mi vecina ten{a un nino yo le llevaba chocolate
y luego ella me lo tra:la a m:l y asf s;iempre, siempre 1
sie:mpre • • • ., Yo quiero campo.. Yo quiero casas,
pero casas abiertas v las vecinas acostadas en sus
camas con sus ninos chiquitos v los hombres fuer.a
sentados en sus sillas [p. 197).
(Wium my neighbor had a baby, I took her chocolate
and then she brought it to me and so on always, always,
aJ.-;,Jays. ·~ • .. I liklo; the fields.
I like houses but
opex~! houses and t)·:e neighbor women in bed ~·7i th their
younr,;e.st chi1d;cen and the men outside seated in their
cha:trs .. )

What a contrast to the atmosphere of La 9~ d<: Bernarda 1Uba!

In lv'lax£a . Tosefa'
.
s time there was love not hate, neighborliness not suspicion, an open not a closed society.
stratif~cation,

Social

the spread of slanderous gossip, the putting

on of airs did not take place..

Maria Josefa in·tuitively

emphasi:t:,es tvhat is truly important to make life 'l.vortl:n'lhile-a husbc:u.1i.d,, children, friend<;;, home, fields,

and, above all,

love, not just betT.veen man and i'Toman but among neighbors and

amonq parents and children.
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she mentions she has b0en t:o see her

gl~andmother'

s nec::dlo-·

point pictures which remind her of the happier times they
knew as childrEm ( p •. 13 3) .,
Harh"l lJosefa. serves as the. focal characte:r of the
play.

Her madness ·typifi.es the unnatural lives the

daughter:.:> are leading and ·the unn<.l:tu.ral atmosphere of
hatred, suspicion, and repression that saturates the world
of the play.
her mother.

She is the antithesis of Bernarda, yet she is
She most nearly resembles Adela in her desire

for freedom and a full life.

Barc:la declares that in the

third act she becomes an extra dimension of Adela.

55

In her gentleness and concern for others, her creativity,
her fond remembrance of the past, she resembles Hagdalena.
There can be no doubt ·that she is the most admirable
·character in the play; therein lies the irony.

It is:her

madness that draws attention to her and causes one eventually
to wonder who is really mad in La

~

de Bernc-.rda Alba; the

anmver seems to be in keeping \vi th the special brand of
Lorquian irony; everyone is mad exceE!_ Haria J·osefa.•
Lorca is stating that Spain has gone mad with its zealous
regard for :-;;oc.ial st.atus, reputation, and honor; it has
superimposed an artificiality on hurna.n relationships

..

!_
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·through application of the code that has strained them to

the

brea~ing

point, and its repressiveness has destroyed

al1 that used to be natural and good in people and replaced
i t vli i:h all that is tmnatural <:md evil~

l-iar

fa .Tosefa
.

emerges, tl1eref:ore, as the sanes·t and most admirable
character, and, for ·these reasons, she must be sealed off
from Bernarda's demented unnatural world.
Prudencia, a friend of Bc:rnarda, appears

Prudencia.

briefly at the beginning of Act III.
visit on her way to

church~

She stops by for a

Prudenciats story offers a

parallel ·to BernD.rda 1 s ·up to a point but a contrast in
he~

resolution of problems.

She also supplies information

that foreshac10HS the tragic ending.

Her name lvhen it. is

preceded by "la, 11 according ·to Barcia, of+..:en is used by
Andalusians to refer to just a village woman.

Whether

Lorca intended prudence as a virtue or Prudence as a woman
is not clear, 56 a'J:though--he--does---omit- the-"ia" -in front of-her name and does include it before that of Poncia.

Prudencia

evinces caution, discretion, and circumspection to such an
extreme th2.t she seems more an embodiment of resignation and
' d om tnat
.
tns
comes

' u~tt1

1
.
1 y pruuence.
N
o ld age S? t.1an
:nmp

As in Bernarda's family, ill feelings have arisen over
~the

division of an inheritance and Prudencia•s husband has

------.-------396 ..

571''·.
d
....:.~·, 389 ..

B2

CJt.w.rrelod with his brothers over it.

He now refuses to

the front door but instead places a ladder
\'la.11 and climbs over it ( p. 17 9) •

again~t

the back

Bern arda. admires his

actions, calling him a real man (p. 179).
Prudencia 1 s husba.nd has never forgiven his daughter .
for what is unclear, but Bernarda's remark about a disobedient
daughter becoming an enemy
Bernarda approves his

(p~

actions~

179) intimates her transgression.
but Prudencia disconsolately

tells Bernarda that she suffers because of it (p. 179),
probably meaning she has not seen her daughter since the
quarrel.
Brenan remar-ks that honor was a defensive conception
and consisted not in comnitting but in receiving an injury

and ''lncl ined to pride· and ·touchin.ess. 58

Prudencia Is husband

feels dishonored by his brothers and daughter.

His reaction

to each insult displays an injured pride that cuts him off
from them HhiJe his consequent touchiness revealed by his
refusal to enter the street cuts him off from the

village~

Coincidentally, Bernarda has severed herself from her
husband • s family, her daugh'cers, servants 1 and the villa9e

through a

dcsir~

to pre3erve her honor

~t

all costs.
.

.

Prudencia does nothing to ease the situation; instead

she takes refuge'! in t..he church.

I3arcfa comments that

Prudoncia's solution is not to look for a solution.

58

Brcnan,

. -!·

Cl
__...,_:...::.:..
1

pp. 281, 460.

She has

83

plaeed. her life and he:c destiny in the :handB of God through
faith and from Him she waits direction and guida~ce. 59
Prudencia' s passivity and reliance on faith furni slLa
sharp contrast to Bernarda's actions in which she intends

to shape her ovm destiny v;ithout: seekinq assist.:mce from
God.

Barcia observes,

11

1::Ji la reli.gior1 ni .la supers·ticiO:J.

ejercen influencia alguna sobre el alma ensoberbecida de
Bernarda.u

60

(Neither religion nor superstition exercises

any influence over the arrogant soul of

Bernard~.)

Prudencia is losing her eyesight, and she tells
Bernarda she will have to stop going to church so ·the little
children will not make fun of her (p. 180).

Prudencin's

real blindness symbolizes Bernarda's apparent blindness to
her

dau~hters'

activities and the undercurrent of tension

in the household.

When Prudencia no longer can attend

church., she ·Hill lose the C!.:'Utch she depends on for support
and that gives meaning to her life.

Equally when Bernarda

can no longer use her apparent blindness as a support for
her code of honor, she will be left bereft of her defenses
against the assaults against it.
Prudencia adds foreshadowing when she observes that
in her time the pearls in Angustias' engagement ring signified tears (p. 182).

-----59
,.,
.

Barc~a,

Bcrnarda di.smisses this omen by

loc. cit.

60!,· . d

_£?::_•

I

397.

continuing to insist that things are as one proposes (p. 182}

1

or w in other 1t1ords, one can control h.is. m11n destiny, denying
that therE: is any supernatural·force which can affect
Prudenci~'s

presence, though

~riof,

it~

is significant

because she symbolizes an alternative solution to

th<:~t

of

Bernarda for coping with the restrictions placed on the
women of Spain, stoic resignation to her fate and dependence
on faith for consolation and guidance.
VII.

The action in

AC'J~ION

L~ .£~

de

_gel_J::.pr<!_~

Albo. like ·the imagery

and the charact.erizat:ion symbolizes portions of Lorca' .s
theme and

skill~~lly

bares the ultimate and often tragic

consequences of either brealdng the ·code or complying- ~vi th
it.

Two separate arenas of action are set up--outside

Bernarda' s house, by far the more irnpor·t:ant, and inside it ..
· Outside the action comprises capsule stories about other
.. people in the village that serve as. a commen-tary on the
major action of the drama by illustrating ,:trious facets
of it or by providing viewpoints that either conflict or
agree with those of Bernarda.

The prime purpose for the

outside action is to provide a brilliant contrast to the
action inside Bernarda's house.

Outside there are the

people, tbe villaqe, ·the fieldG, life being lived vividly;
inside there is only the frustration of women not allowed

~-

t:'
8 .)

to

~ive by

their mother's dogmatic devotion to the preser-

va.tion of her honor .and that of her family and houEw ~

.

I

c--

Inside the house the action includes pictorial presentat1on

-1

of thematically-oriented events and acts of rebellion by
the servants and the daughters against Bernarda's domination.
Paca la Roseta.

The story of Paca la Roseta offers

an episode diametrically opposed to everything Bernarda and
the village represent.

Rose·ta or rosette or rose is

associated \vi th · Aphrodite and her son Eros in

GreeJ.~

·and later \vi th the heart and tho mystic center. 61

my-thology
SomE!

men

tie Paca • s husband ·to 'che manger and take her by horseback
to the depths of 4.:hc olive grove.

Her broasts v7ere exposed 1

and one of the men, Haxi.miliano, held !."1er as if he t:Jere
· >:playing a guitar.

~r.hey

did not re·turn un·til almost dayli9h"c o

Paca•s hair hung loose, and she had a wreath of flowers on
her head (pp. 127-128).
Paca symbolizes the earthy, sensual lower-class
v.Joman, not chained to the iron-bound code,

~\Tho

openly

flaunts t:he morality of the village and takes delight in
sex.

As Carrier points out,

11

A vwman of Spain is either a

mother or a prostitute; lust and family ·are at opposite
ends of the spectrum, and the one is not allovJed
the other. 62·

idthou~c

Sex for th1::! middle··class Spanish ,.,oman is

--·---·--61,'-..i..r
. . ~ 1 o t , OD.
..::.,h~

p. 263.

62

.

Carr~er,

86
"obligaci6i1., 11 something that must be endured in order to
produce children; this concept that erotic love is .sinful
forms

par~

of the Catholic Christian doctrine in which most

Spanish women devoutly believe.
Poncia quickly emphasizes tha·t Paca is not a native
of the villag-e, and the men \'lho take her are sons of outsiders, tooo

Men from the village would not be capable of

doing such a thing (p. 128).

~L'hrough

Poncia 2 s dialogue,

Lorca separates this unabashed sexual revel from the village
as

\~ell

as Bernarda • s house.

Na·tural instincts are follolved

by Paca and her friends, not repressed as they are in the
'~

.

rest of the village.

Thai: they carry her off on horseback

provides a typical Lorquian link between the horse and
unbridled sexual passion.

'l'heir passion symbolically

carries them off to the depths of ·the olive grove ..
The story of Paca la Roseta suggests a kind of
sexual fantasy for the 'ilomen

t:li thout

men in Bernarda's

house and presents a contrasting picture for them--one
\.;oman and many men ins·t(:;;ad of many r.vomen and one man,
the fj,ve daughters and only one Pepe el Romano.

Lorca,

adding his usual ironic tough here I shOHS 'chat Bernarda I
\V'ho assumes such a pious attitude on morality 1 and Poncia
receive vicarious pleasure from hearing the lascivious
details of Paca's sabine-styled abduction.

c:< .,

C) I

Adelaida.

Adelaida, a young woman in

tl~

village

and a friend of Bernarda•s daughters, did not attend the
funeral because her sweetheart will not allow her to set
foot outside her door.

She used to be happy, but now she

does not even wear face powder.

She fears Bernarda

because Bernarda knows how Adelaidass father obtQined his
lands.

In Cuba, he shot the husband of his first wife,

so he could marry her..
already had a daughter.

He left her fer another tvoman \'lho
He had relations 'ilith the girl

and married her after her mother died insane (p. 131} ..
Amelia and Hartirio, \'>lho relates

Ad~)laida'

s story

to Amelia, comment. on the details •..Adelaida. has \·Jhat the
girls t-lant, a S\veet.heart, bu·t she has made her unhappy.
:Amelia does not knovl \vhether it is bett.er to have a svveetheart or not.

Martirio responds that it is all the same.

Amelia blames gossip that does no·t allmv them to live and
prophesies that Adelaida 'ivill have a bad time (p. 131) ..
After Martirio recount.s the sordid details abou·t
Adelaida•s father, Amelia wonders why he is not in jail;
Martirio retorts because men stick Jcogether and cover up
for each other.

Amelia mentions Adelaida is not to blame

for the sins of her father.

Martiri.o agrees,but that things

have a way of repeating themselves, <J.nd A.delaida is suffering
the same fate as her mother and grandmother (pp. 131-132).

08

Adelaida 1 8 unhu.ppiness s·tems from her being controlled
so closely
by
her sweetheart she cannot leave the house I a
.
..

similar situation to the d<Hl<Jhters.
.~.:.1·1

:1
~

lo.".•·~
~

o·.r=-

he:. no longer·

-~ni-e>r.o.::·t'-:
..._
• ~
'-" ~ -

n

,1' .

11e1~
.. -·•

""'ppear-~'"lC'-'
0.
Cl.LJ
"-·I

face poHder.

~·maring

She reveals ;•er feelings

demo:1stra ted by

.Adeluida • s .reaction

resembles Magdalena who does not tie her shoelacest bdtb
signs of a rotting away of the spirit and the will to live.
Martirio's thwarted romance embitters her,

~o

that she

cannot bear seeing anyone else hr.1ppy, a contributory factor
to her relentless pursuit of Adela.

Angustias has what the

others want, Pepe, but it has not brought her happiness;
..

her mother

advisc~s

l:.er Jchaoc happines3 or unhappiness is

all the same (p. 186), echoing Martirio's words about
having a sweetheart.

Adelaida's

fa~1er

builds his estate

over the bodies of one man and three 1vomen.

Marrying a

woman for her dowry alludes to the parallel situation of
fhe twenty-five-year-old Pepe's willingness to marry the
thirty-nine-year-old Angustias while he really wants Adela
and intimates possible dire consequences for the womnn in
. such a loveless marriage.

The father's immunity from

prosecution for·his crimes demonstrates the disparity
bet\Veen the sexes in Spain.

Adelaida's story and the

girls' comments on it elicit Lorca•s social criticism on
the plight of "lvornen of

~~pain

tvho have become the prime

victims of the code \vl·1::.ch dooms ·them

Jco

beirig prisoners

L

89
of tradition and servants of the

men~

Lorca observes the

great f>orrows Fate has besto>ved on the woman;

63

it is no

accident that she emerges as the central character in all
three of his great tragedies.

!,he

!.£:3?1?~·

',-

The reapers arrive in the village from

the mountains tc harvest the wheat.

Fifteen of them contract

to take a prostitute to th.e olive grove.
in the village only the night before.

She had arrived

A young man, taut as

a sheaf of grain ·and green-eyed, makes the arrangements,

The next day, returning to work in the fields, the reapers
pass by Bern;;u·da' s house singing a song to the accompanimen·t

o:f carra'nacas and timbrels that relaJces hoH the reapers go
in search of the wheat and carry off the hearts of the girls
\'lho look at them.

doors and

windows~

ha:t (pp. 15 7-159}..

They ask the village girls to open their

The reaper asks for roses to adorn his
The daughters listen longingly to the

lusty singing of the men, rushing to the "t.V'indmvs to catch
a glimpse o.f them and being caution€·d by Poncia not to get

tc.to close,. o.r 'che reapers
\\7

~11ill

push open the windows to see

ho .is \"latching i:hem (p. 160).

The reapers, the

~..;·heat

they harvest in the hot after-

noon sun,. and the song ·they sing celebrate fertility--

ferkili t-y th.at lies in ·the bright fields beyond the village.

63""'.
lwl.mg, §.91~.12,, p. 9 for the complete quotation of

this pass?.:g·e.
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The young reape:c" who ccntrac::t.s

~vith

·the p:ros-tit:::te

te.i~c~:;

on
i

the a~pect of the wheat he harvests: even the green color
of his eyes is a symbol o·F fE:~rtili·ty.
rose as a love token in the song

reapers with a comparable one,

link1:~

th~t

r1

'I'he mention of the

the story of the

of Paca la Roseta.
r.t.

J... ike

Paca,. the re<J.pers reprek>ent the earthy, uninhibited

sexua.li ty t:hat obeys i·ts natura.l.

urqc~s

in an open manner,

a striking contrast to the re[;;·trained life style of most of
the villagers and ·the frustrated desires of the daughters
of Bernarda Alba.

The girls envy the reapers their

masculinity which allows them the freedom to come and go
as they please.

The reapers symbolize everything the girls

so deeply desire-""life, love, and freedom.
The

~aughter

_of _la

~ibracl§.•

The name J... ibrada

-signifies freed, delivered, extricated, preserved from 111.
The illegitimate daughter of la Librada has an illegitimate

child; in order to hide

i..~hG

cnormi'cy of her crime, she

commits another hy killinq it.
.
.
~t
d ~g

Some doqs find the body,

·"
,
,
ou·t from t.m.u.er
tne
roc 1;:s 1·mere
s.h e ,naa.":1

and carry i t to her

doorst0p~

,

•

n.~

dd en ~t,
.

An unruly crmvd quickly

gathers artued with olive limbs and pickaxe handles ·to kill
the girl b3 <::rr,.renge her deed.

Bernarda and Nnrtirio add

their voices to the clamor demanding her death, but Adela

64

91
voices the hope the girl dan escape the mob (p. 177).
Bern<1rda vindicti:vely calls for the placing of hot coals
•

~:n

• 1.
·ccw
p 1 ace

cries, "Ho!

.r:

OJ.:

11er

:r::ro!"

.

s~n.

65

( P• 178).

:-

Adela, holding her stomach,
The second act ends dramatically

with Bernarda screaming to kill the girl (p. 178).
Lorca inserts irony through the name he assigns to
·the \voman and her daughter, for they of all people are
imprisonecl by their indiscretions; the daughter achieve's
release only through death, foreshadowing the similar fate
of Adela.
'rhe hideous death of the daughter of la Libradu.
supplies a grue::-;ome example of 'che ignominious code carried
to its ultimate conclusion.

The girl so fears the conse-

quences of breaking the code she commits a worse crime to
cover up her first one.
This episode similar to that of Adelaida brings out
VJith clarity and irony the double standard of morality the
code encourages; the man may take his pleasure with any
woman, and his conduct considered acceptable, but let the
woman's indiscretion become known, and she is

ruined~

The daughter of· la Librada so feared discovery she was
driven to commit a far worse crime to protect herself.
The same men who carry Paca la Roseta to the olive grove

65

Suora

~·=·~-'

pp. 28-29.

I

L:
n

9 L.,')

and contract with the pros~itute club to death a young girl
one of them probably violated.

The girl herself being

illegitimate recalls Hartirio's dialogue referring to
Adelaida that life has a way of repeating itself (p. 132).
One's destiny is inexorably bound to that of one's parents;
the sins of the fathers and mothers are visited upon the
children.
Although the other stories make concrete

portion~

of Lorca's theme or contain comparable or contrasting
details to the s·tory of Bernarda and her daughters, they

remain ctpart

fl"'"OTI\

major action.

it an.d have

110

direct

l:)ea~ci11g

011

Jci·1e

This is not true, hoviever 1 \·lith the stor''..I

of la Librada•s daughter; it does influence the action in
several important

~1ays.

First., Bernarda' s violent reactio:n

to the girl!s sip warns Adela what her fate is likely to be
1f her own guilt becomes known.

Adela's response to the

girl's predicament verifies the accusations of Poncia and
the

~nsinuations

Pepe secretly.

of Martirio that Adela has been meeting
Holding

he~

stomach discloses how far her

affair with Pepe has gone, far enough for her to worry that
the same fate may befall her.

The events place Martirio

solidly on her mother's side and against Adela, a situation
vlhich \'lill repeat itself fatefully in the tragic third act ..
The stoning of the girl provides Bernarda and her daughters

lvi th an emotional relE.ase for ·the ·tensions t:hat !:!ave been

J-
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rapidly building up among everyone and within bach one.

In addition, the story of la Librada proves Poncia's
earlier declaration that Bernarda can see sin one hundred
leagues a'ivay, buJc is blind to what her daughters axe doing
,(p. 169) •.

Two hundred village women dressed in black
file into Bernarda' s house for the \vake follmJing the funeral

of Bernarda•s husband.

After the women enter, Bernarda and

her daughters appear on

stage~

She hushes the servant's

lamentations, commenting the poor ure made of other Atufff
thereby setting up the class distinctions.
sympa thizc:' \·li ti1 t.-;v3

Several women

servant; the en suin<J dialoquc bet\,Teen

them shm·1s the \?omen do not ag·1.·ee with Bernard a.

Bern.2,rda

then silences Magdalena's tears and orders the servants to
serve lemonade.

Another conversation pits Bernarda against

several women as to vlhether Pepe had been at the funeral.
Bernarda's ·vehement denial of his presence and remark that
women should not look at any man in church except the priest
brings out hmv much the women hate Berna.rda' s superior
attitude.

The wake concludes with Bernarda repeating the

litany £or her deceased husband and the 'wmen chanting the
responses (pp. 117-121).
The opening scene of Poncia surreptitiously

\~ating

lvhile berab.ng Bcrnarda • s treaJcmelTt of her and the servant

94

assiduously cleaning the house prepares for the entrance of
Bernnrda herself.

The subsequent dialogue between Bernarda

and the uomen at the \•.rake coupled

~·lith

the opcminq scene

sets the tone of the drama, one of mutual mistrust

~nd

hatred, establishes the character of Bernarda, and offers
an insight into the relationship between Bernardo, her

servan·ts, and the village \;'omen.

The women come to Bernarda•s house for the wake, and
Bernarda admits ·them because .it i.:; traditional, no·t becau::--;e
of any real sense of loss. by any of

them~

The only

om~s

':iho

show real sorrow, Magdalena and the servant, are silenced
by Ber:narda.

Tradi·tion requires public mourning, not the

display of priva·te emotions; persont:1l feelinCJS must be
kept bottled up ,,vi thin oneself.

The litany syrabo1izes the

kind of mourning they all observe, devoid of emotion,
merely recited by ro·te becausecustom dictates i·t should be
done.

Bernarda, reminiscent of the op0ning scenc'l

bet~,,,een

Poncia and the servant, omits one integral part of the
funeral observance--food; she does not offer the mourners
anything to eat i·JI1.ich is customary but only some lemonade
for: the \vomen and brandy for the men.

Berna.rda • s deliberate

omission -o7E the food indicates a lack of respect for the
other villagers.

The wake has been the first occasion that

anyone h<:t.S ente:red Dernarda.' s house since the death of her
fathbr

(p~

114)~

de~onstrating

that Bernarda, who considers

:--'
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herself tho matriarch of the village, has cut herself off
Even her husband's family does not attend

from everyone..

his funeral because they hate Bernarda so much (p. 113).
Bernarda's house is her castle and her rJrotection aaoinst
·'

the outside world; no one enters it without her

permission~

and following the wake, no one does except Prudencia.
Acts of rebellion.

Bernarda's obsession with proper

decorum leads her to a despotic and altogether soulless
.-o~ged

domination of Jche lives of her daugh·ters, her
and her servants.

mother:

She seems not to realize that her

conduct :so contr2ry to human nature breeds £rustrat:ion, despair, and hatred.

A natural outgrowth

.c

O.L

.,

SUC;1

Alba arc instances in which Bernarda's subjects do indeed
- ..

'"-.

-~-

revolt, especially against her tyrannical imposition of
the eight-year··mourning period

~'lhich

the 9irls correctly

judge to be their dea·th vJarrani.:, a livii.1.g death behind
the walls of Bernarda's prison.

Adela understands this

clearly; late in tl1e play she ·t:ells :Hartirio 1:1hy she \'?ants
to run away Hi ch Pepc, "f:-Ie visto la muerte debajo de estes
0

techos • • • ~ (I have seen death beneath this roof.·- • • )
{p·~

198). Being the youngest, the prospect of eight years

of imprisonment in b.er mother's house seems a lifetime
to her.

She early reveals her intention of freeing herself

from her mother's domination.

Contrary to Bernarda•s orders

J----

9G
for black mourning cJ.o·thes ~ she dons her green birthday

dress and goes out for the chickens· to see her (p. 134).
Childish, perhaps, and a little pathetic thnt there is no
person to admire her but also significant, for the green
dr(;!SS symbolizes life and fertility,

the anti thesis of

black, and indicates Adela plans to fight for her right
to live and love.
Immediately follov7ing the division of t.he inherftance
in \-vhich Angustias receives

~:he

lion's share, she e1.ppean1

\-vith a great deal of make-up on he:c face.

Bernarda,

already upset by the inequable purt.i·tioning of the estate,
angrily confronts Angustias, citing her lack of respect
for her dead father.

Angustias coldly reminds Bernarda

that he was not her father.

Bernarda retorts that Angustias

has him to thank for making her fortune.
she will have to see if that be true.

AngUS'tiaD replies

Bernarda grabs her

forcibly and violently wipes off the power (pp. 139-141).
Angustias• act of rebellion is ironic; if anyone is
going to get out, it is she, and if anyone should be grateful, it is she, yet she is not.

Her mind is on Pepe and

her chance to rive, not on the man who made it all possible.
She also does not believe her mother•s report of her good
fortune.

The incident illustrates how Bernarda•s methods

have destroyed the basically decent side of human nu:turG and
replaced it with ingrztitude and distrust.
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r1art.:i.rio • s taking- Angustias • picture of Pepe and
placing it between the sheets of her bed reflects the
j:rustration all the girLs feel for being denied a chance
to marry and have homes of their own.

Martirioi catching

a glimpse of Pepe when he comes to visit Angustias at hEn:
-windo~v,

recalls her

m>~n broJ~en

drams when she thought

Enrique Humanas was coming to see her.

The theft of the

picture symbolizes her hidden desire to 1:1t.eal Pepe but,
.realizing her limitations and small chance for success,
contents herself with taking his imitation.

Actually

the theft of the picture is more a cry for love than an
act of rebellion against Bernarda.
The two acts of rebellion of major importance
occur at the tragic climax; bo·th involve Adela.

When

Berni'1rda and Martirio face Adela with accusations directed
toward her petticoats covered with straw, Adela is not
intimida·ted by them but instead takes the offensive by
breaking her mother's cane.

Adela calls it her mother's

rod of domination (p. 201).

Bernarda carries her cane

with her everywhere and pounds on the floor \'lith it l.to
give emphasis \vhen she is .issuing orders, as if it were
the sceptre of a king or queen.

Adela vimvs the cane

as her mother's symbol of authority and domination.

Her

act of breaking the cane symbolizes her breaking mvay from

her mother's control.

Sllo no·ti.fJ.es Bernarda that from nm-1
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on no one orders her but Pepe (p. 201).
Dishonor must be avenged.

Since there is no man
Be~cnarda ~cakes

in the family to handle an affair of honor,

the gun i.:o shoot; Pepe for bringing dishonor on her house.
Adela, believing Pepe has been killed, hangs
symbolic of her unfulfill(}d longing

66

hera~. !lf
.
1

to have

Pt;:p;~,

committing her final act of rebellion, \vhich sets he.r free

at last.
Bernarda's immediate response to her daughter's

death is to take steps to protect the honor of her house
. by declaring that Adela has died a

ring twice at dawn in her memory.

vir~rin;

the bells shall

Next 1 she reiterates

her decree for public mourning, silencing the cries of her
other daughters..
of mourning.

•rhe family "tvill drmm itself in a sea

Her final words, the same as her first, are

a call for silence (p. 204).

Bernarda's repetition of

her first words as her last ones dramatically encloses
the act:ion of the play in a framevwrk of repression as
absolute as Bernarda's inflexibility.

This enclosure of

the repeated lines form in dialogue dramatic brackets

representing the prison that Bernarda has ccmst:cucted of

her "tvorld.

66 C~r
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As 1-iart.i.rio observed in the case of Adt.O!laidu_ and
the tragie t.ale o:C

H:u::~

da.nghter of 1a Librada q thin9s

have a Hay o:f repeat.ing themselves,. and i:n the case of
the occupants of t:he house of Bernarda Alba, the cycle
is about ·to heg:i.:n over again \vith ·the church bells
ringing~

a

funeral.~

call for silen6e.

a \vake, a mourning period, and a
Bernarda's sense of obligation to

protect her family's honor at all costs reigns supreme
above all other considerations, even that of truly

expressing grief for a dead daughter..

Bernarda's enslave-

ment to the code does no·t allm·; her the luxury of tears.
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